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Introduction.

1.. Passive Resistance a fascinating subject.

- 2. A panoramic background of the history of India necessary

for a good background.

3. India's wealth and culture before the British adv <at

and now.

4. Passive resistance as taught end practised up to date.

5. necessity for writing on Gandhi ! s training and his

work in South Africa.

6. Problems of Fassive resistance in India stated in brief.

7. Side issues of Passive resistance in India, Caste,

temperance, end missions.

8. Passive resistance the only sane method

a. War is futile.

b. Resources of India.

c. Advantages of Passive resistance.

d. Christian method.

A Brief History of India.

1. Racial stocks in India.

2. The five different periods.

3. The Hindu period. 2000 B.C.—500 B.C.

4» The Buddhistic period 500.B.C.—500 A. D.

5. The HiUdu - Buddhistic period 506—1000 A.D.

S. The Ilehomeddan period 1000—1600 A.D.

7. The coming ,
conquest and the rule of the British in

1800- up to date, subdivided into periods
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1. 1800— 1757

1757— 1857

1857-1927.

8. Adva.nt age

s

of the British rule in Indiai .

III. Situation in India today.

1. A contrast between old and new India needed for a

cle?r understanding.

2. The wealth of old India,

o. Her industries.

4. Spare time remunerative occupations.

5. Ruthless destruction of home industries.

6. Trade policy of Zlnrrland in textiles.

7. Loaning of Indian canital to foreigners.

8. The official salaries are a drain on India.n economfcs.

9. The Army and its cost .-a convenient reserve for the

Empire to drar upon.

10. Famines and their causes.

1. India's old culture, and her contribution to rorld

culture

.

2. Fostering and growth of that culture through the

Buddhist and hahomeddan periods.

3. Education in India, under the British rule.

4. Causes for illiteracy.

1. Teachers in Passive resistance. Confucius, Laotse

I]cono;.:ic

.

Cultural.

c. Other causes for discontent.

IV . 'J e r i: le nt s in i-assive resist anc e .

the Stoic school, Jesus Christ, Tertullian and Kuss.
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2. Religious sects which have practised Passive resistance,.

Anabaptists, Schwenkf eldians, Quakers, and Shakers.

3. Non-religious groups which have practised Passive

resistance. Conscientious objectors during the 7/orld

war. Ilorean attempt of 1913.

4. Boycotts.- The Boston Tea party.

Hungarians against Austrians in 1S67.

Chinese students against Japanese s a.gressiveness.

V. A Brief life of Gandhi and his work" in South Africa.

1. Gandhi's world ride name and popularity.

2. Kis leadership in India - and personality,

o. Kis "birth, and a. picture of his mother.

4. Early education.

5. Kis decision to go to England.

6. Life in England and the moulding influences on

his cnaracter and thou lit

.

7. Law practise in South Africa.-Colour bar.

8. Appreciation of Jhrist ianity

.

9. Situation in South Africa.

10. l.isrepre ' entc t ion of Gandhi's Indian speeches and

gr ave c onsequenc e s

.

11. His sevices during the Boer War.

12. Position of the Indians under the British no better

13. Starting the paper "Indian Opinion."

14. Zulu T

.7a.r and co-operation in it.

15. Organising Passive Resistance and its effect.

IS. Rev. Doke's analysis of Gandhi's background for

Passive resistance.





A survey of Gandhi's leadership in Ppssive resistance in India

and what it has done so far
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12. Results up to 1922.

13. The Ilontagu-Jhelmsf ord reforms- origin
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scope

and its present shaoe.

14. The visit of the Prince of '.Vales to India.- Bombayriots.

15. Civil disobedience and Chauri-Chaura..
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18. The arrest of Gandhi.
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24. The Budget reduction in infantry.
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26. Fiscal autonomy.
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28. Passive Resistance not a failure.
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missions.
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B. Drink and drugs.

1. Drinking in India- its evils greater In India than
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Int roduct ion

Passive resistance is a fascinating subject because

it is a literal following of the teachings of Jesus Olirist,

and because it upholds the power of the mind over that of the

mailed fist. India has always had a philosophic turn of mmind

and is now on a large scale, larger than any ever attempted

before, making a.n experiment in Passive resistance.

The average ""esterner's impression of India and the

conditions there are rather vague. His impressions are

rthered from novels on India by pro-British writers like

Poidyard Kipling, a few missionary speeches that he had heard

in the past,- and a few magazine articles in current magazines,

^ost often one is asked how civilised is India? Has not

the Eritish government improved Indiaa any? Is not India

rather backward in education? The missionary, the touristt,

and the popular lecturer compares India of what it is toda y

with America of today. 7/hen they speak of India's progress

in the world of today they never stop to ask themselves

what was the position of India at the time .."e stern nations

came to India. For the se.ke of a good comparison, critics

ought to take India, as it was during Elizabethan time sand

c Bk themse lve swhat their forefathers ets. were doing at that

time. While India has progressed considerably in some

directions, a. dip into her history will show that Indir snii

under the British regime has gone back in some phases. The

blame for such a retrogression should not be placed altogether

on the British rulers. A brief survey of the Indian Eistoyy

is necessary in order to bring this out.

There are various shades of opinion among those k$
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who resent the British dominion in India. There are those

rho say western civilisation on the whole has not "oeen

constructive and hence not worth having. There are others

who resent the autocratic government of England over India. •

There are others who stasia say English government ' is good,

hut they would like a dyacchyin which Indie, should have

effective voice in the government and personnel of her own

country. There are others who are perfectly satisfied with

British government and do not wrnt any change ini its

rdministrat ion. There are others rho lay the poverty of

India at England's door step. They compare India's wealth

"before the advent of western nations, with the rest of the

• or Id at that time and arrange side by side another set of

statistics as to India's wealth today ae contrasted with

other nations. This party would "be entirely satisfied d>f

the economic leakage could he stopped. If there is no way

of stopping this outflow of wealth hut by depriving ourselves

iihey say then, we Vv-ill have to part company with ^n-'lahd and

her otherwise beneficient rule. In order to bring this point

of view I am dealing briefly with the economic situation

in India, of today.

Passive resistance is by no mefns new to the world.

Religious teachers of the world like Euddha, Jonfucius end

Ohrist have expressed their strong views on the subject. l"o

one has expressed it so strongly as Jesus. But in his nana

e

and with the cross of Christ leading more wars have been

fought and more blood shed than in any other single name.

The words and the teachings of Ohrist have been adopted to

modern needs rather than have modern conditions accomodated
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to the rords .of the Master. But there ere a few of his

followers who have literally followed Mis teachings* It is

quite interesting to follow their progress. I have made a

brief survey of such Passive reistence groups. There have

"been individuals who have like Tolstoi interpreted to the

people the true meaning rnd significance. While a few in -

tellectuels have accepted the usefullness of Passive resis tance

as a dominating force, the world as a whole has not accepted

it as a good form for achieving one's end. A study of Pa ssive

resistance in its history, and its psychological effects
,

may convince a skeptic as to its possibilities.

The leader of Passive resistance in India today is

Hahatma Gandhi. No current magazine , no current book, which

touches on questions in India is complete without some men tion

of this wonderful personality. The general public in Ameica.

though they do not know much about him, seem to know who

India's modern prophet is and whet he stands for. Let us

take a look into his life , his training his religion, the

books he reads, admires and recommends, and the influences

that have entered his life. To know a man's work we ought

to know what he is and what he stands for. Gandhi is not

trying a new experiment when he a.sks 320 millions of people

to follow his leadership in passive resistance in their stnggle

against England. He has been through a similar experience

once before, with the same type of a crowd following him

and with the same opponents facing him. He achieved what

he went after in South Africa through Passive resistance..

He is applying the same method on s large scale with the
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"oeorjle who are feeing the same problem from e slightly

different angle,.

Passive resistance in Indie has prpb_ems that the

Mahatma did not heve to face in South Africa* The ctuse ftnr

vhich they are fighting in Indie is like the insiduos workings

of e cencer thet is undermining the health, whereas in South

Africa, the problem was like that of en open wounfl which

every body felt and and sympathised with. ' In his leadership

in South Africa the world was sypethetic, but in his Indian

'campaign, the world is mildly entegonistc end rather

skeptical. The achievement of the group led by Gandhi
,

so fer are not great. The group .a- in some ceses flagrantly

violated the teachings of their master. The Amritzar

massacre, the gaoling of Gandhi, the 1-otagu-Chelmsfod

reforms end other events have left theix indelible effctds

on the nation. A study of the current events in Indie see

:

to point that India is willing to adopt and follow Passive

resistance, but the doctrine has not t yet been assimulated

by the masses.

"hile Festive resistence is the main topic of this

thesis I would not be doing full justice to the movement
,

If I did not touch on other national issues involving fur.de mental

changes. India ha.s been a orey for westerner's conquest beause

she was divided. The Hindus form the majority of the population

the moslems, and the Christians and others comprise the rest

of those remeining. The Hindus among themselves ere diwidd

into castes. Passive resistance , if it is to be effective

must be put over by the effort of the whole mass of India.' s

populetion. Oendhi rath this, as well as other factors in
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view, has undertaken to weld thie/ SB::«Bi±xEBXBzaii£z::2£xBZiaMs

the various castes into one political bond. Tiie effect of

j-l ndhi's attitude towcrds an elevation of the outer stes, has

effected not merely British India, but even the native sta.. tes,

which are not directly concerned with the National issue now

at stake. Among other foreign influences which hove denational-

ised India, the worst hrbit that has come into Indian life

is the use of alcoholic liquor. Intoxicating drinks specially

the virulent stuff from Europe, is totally foreign to India.

It was brought in by Europeans a nd it hf s now taken ouite a

strong ftHiatx hold in India. Gandhi, and the group led by him,

have taken quite sn active stand against it. Elimination of

drink, will bring people back to normal selves, as well as

stop our economic flow to foreign breweries.

India, grows most of the opium for the' world. It is

grown under government monoply, while most of the opium

produced is consumed in the Far East yet India, is not proud

of the industry. Gandhi is taking a definite stand against

it. As a Christian, and as one interested in the growth of

Christianity in India., I will have to discuss how far this

new movement is going to effect the progress of our religion.

To many leading thinkers today, Passive Resistance,

seems to be the only sane method. Wax seems to be futile.

Past wars seem to -orove it. The terrible carnage made possible

by modern inventions could be prevented if there were no war.

War is carnage. Wax does not guarantee justice. Debated

questions are not likely to be settled in war but rather in

councils of peace afterwards. War is a result of creed and
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•-.•ressiveness. Tlie harm done by war is great, the gain is

little. It cripples industries, flax is en econo..:ic v.cste.

C-enerations unborn laser the burden of past wars.

India has never been physically strong. Her ;ower has

always been that of the mind and soul. Though at one time rich

enough to attract foreign multitudes to her shores, India, is now

one of the poorest countries in the world, and would not and

could not finance a war. India, is bound to win in Spite of her

physical handicap because she believes in the Dower of ideals

over brute force.

Passive Resistance is not the dream of visionaries.

Individuals have tried it andit has been effective. Groups of

people like Quakers, ...ennonites, conscientious objectors have

tried the method and they have survived, won their point, and

Lcve not lost their standing in- the world* It is a successful

method. It is hard for a nationa,l group trained in a material-

istic civilisation to adopt such a program and succeed in it.

But India, lias a.lways been mystical in her thinking and is now

trying a large experiment

.

Last but not least Of all, Passive Resistance, seems

to be only Christian method. To an increasing number of people

the only method, Jesus Christ would have used if he were now

on earth and if He were to take the le; c'.ership of India. It

is not Christian for a nation or set of nations, to orey

upon their fellow men. The peace of 3od which passeth all

understanding will never come on earth while the world follows

only part of the teachings of Jesus. Hh|





A Brief History of India*

The err lie st people of I dia are Dra.vidia.ns, who are

negroid in appearance hcving more affinity with the .-lustral; sian

r Ether than the African Negro, They probably occupied ell of

India ct one time, but were rushed down to South Indie by the

Aryan invaders. Ther Aryans came from somewhere in central

Asia about 2000 B.C. They belong to the same stock cs the bulk

of the population of Europe, as we now- infer from language

affinities. A third racial group in India belong to the Tibeto-

Mongolien stock, cist inguished by the broad cheek bones, narrow

oblique eyes, scanty hair, and sallow skin. A fourth racial

•roup that oervades through India is 3emetic. Various bends

of Jews end Arrbs crme into India at various times. The

I.Vhomedden invasion brought with it Moguls, Arcbs, Persians,

Afghans, Turks, etc.. These racia.l differences form the basis

•of the caste system. The Aryans, as they have done everywi-here

else, asserted that they were the superior race, and Celled

themselves the highest caste. They delegated others to dif-

ferent cartes, depending upon the usefullness to the community.

( --.n American reader, may be interested to note th. t India,

h: s had identically the same color problem which America' ..has,

Aryan, ITegro, Semetic, and Oriental stocks living side by side.)

V.'e may roughly classify Indian History under five herds.

1. The Hindu Period, from 2000 B.C. - 500 B.0.

2. The Buddhist Period from 500 B.C. - 500 A.D.

3. Hindu-Buddhist reriod from 500 A.D. -1000 A.D.

4. The I.'ahomeddan Period from 1000 A.D. - 1600 A.D.

5. The Coming Conquest and rule of the British in India, from
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from 1600 up to date.

These dctes are rough numbers end often the transition rep-

resented a hundred years or more. Let Lie consider the first

three rapidly to give us a Deck ground to the British .eriod

in rhich re rre interested. The Hindu Period. From 2000 B.C.

to 500 B.C. The Aryans rent to India sometime shout 2000 B.C

in three or four waves of migration, through the IChyber Pass

and the Bholen
~

: ess, the two gaps in the Himalaya Llounteins.

This period would "be considered more or less mythical except

for the literature which wps then developed, end vrecticelly

e 11 the fects that we know about this time come to us through

this literature . The Rig Veda, the oldest book of the Hindu

scriptures is a series of hymns in which forces of ncture ere

personified as gods end goddesses. Critics place the date of

this book somewhere between 1800-1300 E.G. This is followed

oy tnree otner Ye das, wnich supply us with more iccus coou t

the life. of the community. The great Ipic poems of India.

The Pameyana. and the" hahe Bhareta written somewhere between

1000 B.C.—500 B.C., give us a greet deel of indirect historic

details as to the mode of Government, taxation^ etc. r.he

eighteen Purenes end the Shasteres, elso from the seme period

while written from e religious instructional point of view,

yet supply us much of material es to the industries, arts,

culture, end ethics, of this -Period. In ell this materiel

very crreful analysis is required to distinguish between the

really historical end the Idealised exegger:ted position.

The Buddhist Period. 500 B.C. - 500 A.D.
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\!e cone to a definite historical period wi.en v;e enter upon

this err. The kings of this period left monuments and coins.

Various foreigners had in the course of "trade ; nd pilgrimage

visited India end they neve written their impressions. Buddha

lived between 560-480 E.G. end Buddhism spread rapidly. T he

Buddhist J? takes inform us that in India at this time were three

tyoes of governments, republics oli archiesand kingdoms. The

village communities in all these three cases were autonomous,

the governing body was the landed proprietors \
nd the crrf. tsmen.

Yusuf Ali in his book "The Waking of India" closes the history

of this period with these words. "There were few cities, but

village arts and crafts were well developed, end common "Jivic"

life was on a. high plane. Graft guilds and trade -partner ships

had a vigorous life and inland and maritime travel and commerce

are mentioned as a normal fezture in the people(s mental,

landscape." * During this period Berius end later Xerxes

(486-435 B.C.) invaded western part of India. Later Alexander

the Greet did the same and conquered Punjab. Liegasthenes the

Greek Ambassador to the court of India in 300 B.C. has left

us his diary which gives us a very favourable picture of con-

ditions in India at that period. The greatest of the Buddhistic

kings was Asoke who rid Indie of all foreigners and "brought

India under one umbrella." The steel Pillar of Asoke, in

which most of his edicts are engraved, still stands to this dey.

He maintaineda standing army of 60,000 infantry 30,000 cavalry

* The Making of Indie, by Yusuf ^li
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and 9,000- wer elephants, each having four men to take cere of

it. Ee built the grand trunk roads (which still remain) which

were provided at every mile with rest houses end wells. We

read of hospitals and curative arrangements for men end animals,

and within reach of everybody. Ee reigned between 274-236 E.G.

Hindu-Buddhist Period. 500 A.D . - 1000 A. P.

The next period is one of equal interest when the royal

dynasty is changed from Buddhist to Hindu monarchs. Fa-Kien,

a Buddhist pilgrim from Chine, gives us a good many details of

this period and of the conditions as they existed at the time

he visited. The cepitol was at Petna. There was a flourishing

University at Taxila, with i.k
r ny forein students in it. Medie8.1

colleges were well endowed. South India seems to have been in

touch with Rome and Greece during this and the privious period as

evidenced by the large hoards of coins from the reigns of august is ,

Tiberius, Olaudius and oeligule... rliny mentions of Indian exports

to Rome of ivory, perfumes and textiles. The administration is
g

described as patriarchal end not very complicated. The machinery

of government defended upon the king. Poetic, musical and

athletic contests were held yearly at all the cepitols. There

were during the later part of this period more changes of

dynasties than under any other.

The Mahomeddan Period. 1000 - 1600. The kahommeddan Period •

falls into two divisions: The period of invasions,- 1000-1250.

and the period of rule 1250 - 1300. :!ahmud of Ghasni a Turk, with

his - principality at Ghazni invaded India a half dozen times be-

tween 1000-1026 and returned with much booty each time.
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A hundred and fifty yecrs later MuHamuad of 'Irkor invaded India

1186 end established himself there. Eis dynasty ruled in India

for a hundred yecrs. This wes follovred "by Jen 12 Xhe.n's in-

vasion. Another tro hundred years later Baber the h'ogul

invader conquered and settled in India. Practically all these

Hahomeddaa invaders were Turks or of Turkish extraction.

Under the kogul emperors the laws were strict and Crime was

rare. The system of administration which they started is

still continued. Annals of one of these Icings tell us he

spent his public revenue in building 150 bridges, 100 public

oaths, 100 hospitals, 100 caravanserais, 30 colleges,

40 mosques, and 50 irrigation dams. There was unbroken pea.ee

under the hoguls for two hundred and fifty years. The' "Rulers

of India" series includes a book on each of the kogul

emperors, Babar, kumayun, -
:.kbar

,
Jehengir, Shah Jehan and

Aurangaseh. The greatest among these was Akbar . He was a

good administrator ,• progressive in his social policy, and

showed a breadth of vision in education, arts and sciences.

Akber says he ruled a hundred million people end his yearly

revenue was -L 9,000,000 or .45,000,000 . Land was surveyed.

Government supervised and helped agriculturalists with advice

ceeds etc. The tax was on a sliding scale defending upon

the rainfall, and oroduct ivity of the year. During the

kehomeddan period India developed an architecture of its own.

With the downfall of the k.ogul empire India was divided into

a number of separate kingdoms each province under one. of the

feudatory "orinces. The "Ve sterner s who came into India at

this period fostered and took advantage of this disintegration.
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The Coming end Growth, of the British Empire. 1530 up to date.

Officially it .was not known as the British Empire till after

1857. The fifteenth century established trade routes to

different oarts of the world. We could roughly divide the

history of India of this period under three herds. 1600-1757.

2nd. 1757-1857. and 3rd. 1857 up to date. The Portugese were

the first to come to India. They established trading station

at Goa . The Jesuit missionaries from Goa were invited by

Akbar to come to his court and present arguments as to the

merit of their faith, (in 1S03 John Mildenhall brought a

letter to Akbar from Elizabeth Oueen of England) . The

Portugese brought troops to guard their trading stations and

used the troops to fight the battles between native Princes

of neighboring states. The power of the Portugese in India

was short lived. With the decline of Portugese power in

Europe it ceased in India. The three original trending

stations" which they acquired Goa, Din, Daman, they still

hold to the present day.

The Dutch in Europe ained local autonomy which Portugal

had lost. The Dutch formed an East India Company in 1802,

a private company which traded not only with India, byt ports

of .Africa and sailed till it reached Sumatra, Java, Borneo,

Celebes etc. The" Dutch and the Portugese fought in their

various strtions, :.ost of them ending with the trrnsfer of

the station into Dutch hands. Though they played an important

part in the errly seventeenth century, they found better

soil for their work in Indo-Chinese Peninsula and moved in

that direction.
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The most important of the European powers th< t came

• ' to Indie, were the English end the French. The English East

India Company was granted chartered tnonaply in 1800 by Queen

Elizabeth to trade between Cape of Good Hope and the Straits

^ of Magellan. The charter had to be renewed every 15 or 20

years. Captain William Eawkins, when he landed in India,

interviewed Emperor Shah Jehan and obtained permission to
'

open trading stations at Surrt, Ahmebed rnd Cemba.y . As

trading company it was very successful and brought in es

high as 200$ to stock owners. The company graduall con-

centrated on Indian trade. 1915-1318 £ir Thomas Roe was

sent by James I as ambassador to the court of Jehangir. The

number of trading stations increased. They lee sed a strip

of land and built a fort in Madras. In 1390 they built

mother fort in Calcutta. E; ch of these forts kept a. certain

number of soldiers to guard the company's property from

"feeing stolen. For their exchange when they bought goods they

gave gold coins minted at these various stations. In these

forts lived all the English and were subject to English law.

They sffcaaxBrsfcE offered protection for fugitives. The

Governors of the Forts amassed vast fortunes during their

term of office. Yale University got one of its ori;;iricl

endowments from Elihu Yale who was governor in Cuddelore

1887-1592.' At the begining of the 13th century the Mogul

%) Emoire began to disintegrate. The French rlso started trading

with India and built stations rt Pondicherry , C'handrana gore

,

Karikal etc.

French and English in Europe were not the most peace-

ful neighbors in _urope . 'Between 1748 end 1748 the wcr of
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Austrian succession was fought in India as well as in _urope.

The Indian Princes wstched the fight without taking sides.

Between 1749-1754 the English and French again fought each

other, this time in support of two contestants to the same

throne in South India.. In 1753-1731, they a ;ain fought the

seven years war of Europe on Indian soil. The Europeans

played king makers in India in return for which they got

large concessions. The birth of the Indian army dates from

the time of the Anglo-French war. In ITorth India as the

LlOgul Empire began to disintegrate, Suraj-ud Dailah became

ruler of province of -Cc- lcuttah . Surr j-ud-daulah hated the

English but his army commander Mir Jaffair joined forces wi th

the English. 1757 at ?lassey Olive rnc Mir Jcffar defected

Sur j-ud-daulah and Il^r Jaffar was mrce ITawab. But Uir Jcff.ar

wa.fi a mere puppet. He did as he was told and lived a,

lumr ious life.

The Period between 1757-1357 is one of conquest.

Up to 1757 the wars which they fought were results of accident

But this period is one of acquisition, first in the. name of

the East India Company and later in the name of the English

crown. The early servants of the c ympany made enormous

fortunes. Olive returned to England with an annual income

of i 90,000 or roughly "450,000 a year. Private trade,

profiteering, ex-oloitat ion etc., were the means by which

such enormous wealth was ncde. The company after several

attempts finally put an end to it. Lir ICassim son-in-law

of I.ir Jaffar intrigued against his father-in-law and with

the help of the English succeeded to the ITawabship, the
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English, of course, getting lerge grants of lend for their

she re in the. help.

By this time the company 1 s . re re almost as big as

thtt of the NawaD himself . They found it easy to depose him

and rule the whole province themselves. Thsu came Eengel

into British hands. By 1770 the company res so deep in

politics that it left the merchandising end slack end had to

pply for frequent loans, the Parliament resumed charge of

affaire rnd appointed V.'arren Hastings as Gtovemor 'enerel of

India. By this tirpe the governors of the fort atK Madras' and

Bombay had acquired various strips of land and they rere all

under the control of Warren Hastings. Under Warren Hastings

the building of British supremacy in India started. Under

Hastings Qudh ras annexed. The tribute to emperor for the

province of Bengal ras sax stopped. The Ilaharettas around

Bombay rere quarelling among themselves and they rere made

quite by taking away large portions of their land. In Madras

he deposed the nominal ruler of the Karnatie and rat it under

the government of Madras. In Mysore, the army certain Haider

All deposed the H.ndu ruler and ascended the throne. The
i

m
Am< rlcan war of Independence resulted in e general rer

betreen England end France and this age in shored its results

in India. French entered the service of Haider Ali and fought

the company, Yferren Hastings left Indie in 1735. The

government of India runs practically on the line laid down

by V'erren Ke stings. Lord C'ornwallis res the next Governor-

General. He ras more successful in India than he ras in

America. Under Lord V.'ellesley (afterrerds Duke of V.'ellington)
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Tippo Suit jm son Haidax All was defeated and the old Hindu

house restored rs a nominee of the British. Some more

rccui sit ions in South I^dia followed. It is only a tiresome

ret of details for one who is not interested especially in

Indian History to go through details of conquest, annexation

of various provinces of India under various pretexts. Mr.

A. Yusuf Ali in the appendix of his book "The Making of India"

give's a list of the provinces of India, the date and the

manner of its aquisition.

To be honest and truthful one should confess that the

British Last India. Company never went out with the idea of

conquest. They never encouraged it. The Company always looked

with disfavour upon its governors who engaged in war. But

the growing consciousness of the empire asserted itself through

these various governors and, bit by bit, valuable tracts were

transfered from native to British control.

1857 marks the date of the complete extinction of

the Company and the beginning of the crown rule in India.

~. !ost of what is now British India was under the Company's

rule or tutelage by this time. Nominally the Mogul Emperor

was still on the throne.. The I dian Army had now grown in

numbers. In 1857 the army revolted and was cue lied with ins

great loss of blood. This was the one single occasion that

caused the transfer of India from the Company to the Crown

control. The yerrs between 1G00 and 1357 had been a period of

bloodshed in India, due to the influences roughly traced here.

India has been without much internal bloodshed during the last

60 years. The first half of these sixty ye,-;rs was the formative
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period in which we hear no complaints made.. From 1888 we find

a new school of Indian thought which is diaatisfied with British

r'overnment in India*. Inoian were "by this time realising the

6 isrdvant r ge of a foreign domination. They formed the Indian
"but

irrtional Congress in 1885 "'"ith no trace of hostility lay re solved

to press by all lawful means for lrrger participation in

government councils and in "oublic services of which the rer-eated . 1

promises had so long eluded fulfilment." * During Lord Elgin's

Viceroyalty 1395-1897 started the first open break in revolt.

Later when Curzon was Viceroy it developed and when he left India

it was a seething ma.ss. Until this time the people of India

were under the impression that it is hard for an orient?

1

nation to fight -.Vestern powers. Between » 1900-1910 events in

other parts of India were a spur to the thought of all India,.

Ja^oan triumphed over Russia, 'and became a world ?owar. The

Persian constitution had been promulgated (1905), the Turkish

Revolution was accomplished without bloodshed in 1908. The

Chinese changed from a monarchy to republic, etc. All these

events tended to strengthen the idea of the people of India.

In 1914 the European war broke out. India ge.ve a

whole hearted support by sending 1,100,000 men and about ylO, 000,00

(

in cash. These soldiers when they were at the front realised

that they were as good fighters as the rest of the nations then

fighting. They brought with them idea.s of democracy and spread

these orinci-oles in the village communit ies from which they came.

Ingland had given rosy oromises which she intended to fulfill

after the was was over, and which she never did. The only reform

introduced worth while mentioning is the Lont ague-Che lmsford

* India. by Chirol. page 87.
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reform which cheated (1919) two chambers of legislature one of

which is purely Indian in its consistency consisting of nine

members, one member elected from each province acting as ©dvisory

committee, whose recommendations may or may not be followed.

Another cause for discontent is the treatment accorded to Indians

in other parts of the British Empire, eg., Sikhs in Canada.'

The advantages and disadvantages under the British govern-

ment are many. Let us here enumerate the advantages under the

Union Jack. India has had a long regime of peace. Pax Brittanica

is as famous as the old lax Romana. The oeople of India get

justice. Compared to the administration of justice in U. S. A.

the people of India get fair treatment regardless of black or

white, rich or ioor, Hindu or Christian or l.:ahomeddan. India

has now 38,000 miles of railroad practically every mile of it

built by British initiative. Several canals have been dug and

various arers brought under cult ivationwhich up to that time

had been lying waste. Hew industries have been promoted. Tea

was once a wild plant in India and the world was supplied with

Chinese tea. Now Indian tea has almost replaced the Chinese tea

in the world market. Though we should not be proud to confess

it yet opium production has been multiplied ten times. Post

offices have been built. Telegraph lines make cqmmunicat ion

still more easy and swift. British banking in India makes it

easy for India to trade with, the rest of the world. English

education is promoted through nine big Universities. The

Universities have several moffusil or branch colleges attached

to them. The corning of Christianity to India, is one of the

indirect benefits of the British rule. Even the present dis-

content end movement towards a cemocraey is an indirect result

of the British rule in India.
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Chanter III.

Situation in India Today-

There have been quite a good many advantages under the

British administration of India a s mentioned in the lest chapter.

Eut there have also "been disadvantages, Even in republics where

the government is of, by rnd for the people, there are defects,

and criticisms of these defects vie rife. India cannot expect

that she will be ruled entirely to her satisfaction, while the

voice of government is from a foreign nation. It is herd for a

V.'e sterner to understand the Orientrl mind, however sympathetic

he may be. Britain has tried her best and is trying all sorts

of ways and means by which she could be fail to herself andlndia.

There are two outstanding evils, and many little ones. Econom-

ically India is poorer now than it ever was. The secondxKxi evil

is that India is not rs literate as it once was. Both of these

could be remedied.

India wfs at one time, s rich country. Countless

quotctions could be cited from rncient authors to prove this

fact. India had trade relations with the rest of the world long

before the Christian era. The gold and peacocks which the

Queen of Sheba presented to King Salomon, South Indian history

tells us, went out of a southern seaport called Ovir (Cphir).

.Large hoards of coins of the Roman Emperors, Augustus and

Tiberius, prove that India had trade relations with Rome. From

an economic standpoint India has contributed to the world a

number of things, the best known of these are: spices, diamonds,

pearls, indigo, opium, handcrafts, ivory, silks, muslins, calicos,

cashmeres, This is just a small list, but some of them rre

quite essential to life. For a lone; time India was the only
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source of apices, and spices rere a necessity to preserve food-

stuffs from decaying. Arabs Had long rcted rs middlemen

between Europe end Indie, and fs all midd.lemen do, they reaped

enormous rof its out of both parties. The Europeans wanted to

find s means by which they could themselves be the middlemen.

With the growth of maritime travel in the fifteenth century,

they began to reach India by circuitous reoutes. Oolumbus as

re ere all aware started out to find a sec route to India, and

stumbled upon Central emeries.. The name he gave to the original

inhabitants of America still clings to them. India is largely

an agricultural. country . The fertility of the soil, the rain-

fall, the tropical climate, the intensive rgriculture, rll

combined require that the farmer work only ten days every month

and keep a supervision the rest of the month. During the rest

of the 20 days in the month (before the rdvent of Westerners),

the farmers were artisans in a small way. They either wove

cloth or worked on metals. But now they rre no longer busy at

their trade.

L. F. Andrews, one of the ftirest minded of English

missionaries wrote in the "Young Men of India" and which later

he incorporated in his boolc "Christ and Labour" seys, "The

vast .dislocation of Indian village society really began from

the date when India's village industries were crippled end even

vast areas of India - actually destroyed,. It has often been

pointed out by historians, how the villa.ge life in India wa.s

self supporting, before the British economic invasion. The

periods of the year which were unoccupied by field labour were

utilised for home industries. The life was frugal but it was

healthy and lived in the open air. India was a land of villrges.

But now, under the impact of the west, both political and commercial
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this ancient order of India, is being rapidly demolished. The

fundamental problems is, shall India, which was so self fa

sufficing, so productive of plain living and high thinking,

be broken in order to provide cheap labour for centralised

capitalistic exploitation.

"

A very lmcid presentation of the economic situation in

India appeared from the pen of Prof . Edward Alsworth Ross, in

the "Century" entitled "The United states of India." I am

quoting from him, because it is to him a disinterested pre-

sentation. "A candid English professor (underlining mine) of

political economy in a micsion college confessed to me: "India

once had very flourishing industries, ship building and a

great carrying trade. All these were destroyed long ago bythe

harsh discriminating policy of the British, and only in ourtime

has an India-owned cotton manufacture sprung up. So India

came to be en exporter of rgricultural produce and an importer

of manufactured goods; hence, there was nothing for the people

to live by save agriculture. The result has been a continual

subdivision of the soil, the growth of peasant indebtedness and

over population. How frightfully overpopuleted Japan would be

had she been restrained from fostering her manufacturing

industries by tariffs and otherwise." *

The trade policy of Parliament and to a less extent of

its alter ego, the government of India-, has been consistently

directed to giving British industries the upper hand over their

Indian competitors. In the old days no duties were imposed on

English, goods imported into India, while Indian imports into

England were made to pay a high duty. The Government of India

was not allowed to levy an export duty on raw materials which

ate-w-,.. * "Century" magazine of Deo . 1925.
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the English manufacturer was interested in. By a shrewd use

of export duties Indie's exports to countries other "than

Britain were forced to flow through Britain end leave a profit

with her. • Indian products were taxed on crossing- frontiers

between Indian states, while British goods were exempt from

inlrnd transit duties.

In the teeth of England's commercial rscendsncy the

United States, Germany end Japan have built up their industries

by a thorough going use of trade restrictions and protective

tariff. India's nascent industries were equally in need of

shelter, but, no 1 the purest free-trade doctrine was applied

to them. Handiest er rrges at any duties on her cotton piece

r,oods imported into India and hypocrit ically professed fear

of "an increase in the cost of articles of clothing *to the

poorest of the population of India." Between 1375 and 1382

she succeeded in clearing away ill such duties, so ti.e-t the

Government of India was the only one in the world which raised

no revenue from imports. TJhen, thirty yecrs ago, fiscal

necessity obliged that Government to re impose a general import

duty of 5 per cent., the Lancashire manufacturer s were so

jealous of the bit of protection which thus would co...e to Indian

cotton-mills thct they sought and actually obtained the

imposition of a "counter-vailing excise duty" on the product

of Indian mills. At a. time when other countries were levying

duties of 40 or 50 per cent, on foreign goods to protect their

infant industties, Indian industries might not enjoy the petty

shelter of a 5 oer cent, revenue tariff. Such ruthless treat-

ment of India's infant industries was bitterly resented, and

not long ego the Legislative Assembly at Delhi by a large
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majority asked for repeal of the excise. The Fisc; 1 Commission

of 1922, composed of eminent economists and business men of

both races, declared:

"The existing Cotton Excise Duty should, in view of its

history and associations, be unreservedly condemned, and the

Government of India should frankly express their desire to.

clean the slate .

"

But still it functipns.

There are other policies which sacrifice Indian

industrial interests. India's gold reserve and other Large

balances ere kept in England and lent to English business men

when they might be kept in India and lent to Indian business

men. In vain have Indian economists urged the setting up of

a state bank. Nor has India an industrial bank such cs has

benefited German and Japanese industries. Little has been done

for industrial education, higher or lower. Save in Bengal and

Mysore no attention has been paid to teaching the manual £±

arts and the handicrafts in the government elementary schools.

In the fourteen Universities the liberal-arts colleges Ere

re 11 cared for, but there is no decent engineering college in

India.

Valuable mineral deposits have been leased to foreigners,

while Indians have not been incited to exploit their own

resources. Only nor is a school of mines being established.

A British economist in Indian gives it as his opinion that

the Government has come into such relations of dependence and

assistance with the steamship lines plying between India and

Great Britain that there is now no chance for Indian shipping.

He justifies the rationalists in felling that the cards are

stacked against Indian enterprise."
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. .r . La la Leijput Rs.i , a very strong nationalist ciid

rnti British writer, devotes a whole book "England' s Debt

to India" to the discussion of the economic situation in

Indie. His book is a series of quotations mostly from English

writers end speakers : nd £ few American tourists* He resents

i very strong ce.se. The book is worth reading to pet the

net iona list paint of view.

Another greet defect, from en eoonomic point of view,

is that money collected from taxation is lent only to British

businesses. It is Indien money, through British chennels,

that has been re-invested in railways, street cer systems,

electric plants etc. although India enjoys the benefits of

it the dividends go back to Britain. In e country like

America, if the government lent money to -private corpora t ions,

it would recirculate in America. In the cese of Indie,

however, this would not be true.

Prectically every English officiel in India is paid

e high selary. Some of them commend much higher salaries

than they could et anywhere else in the world. The Viceroy's

salary is $85,000 D year and ellowances. The members of his

council get twice as much as the members of the American

Cabinet do. The commander in-chief gets ;. ZZ , 000 , the

Governors get anywhere from 22,000 to ...4-2,000 depending upon

the province they administer. High court judges and certain

political residents in the native states get ,.13,000. There

ere severe 1 hundred men that get en annual salary of y 10, 000

and over. They retire when they have served 25 ye; re end

get a pension. They ere efficient men. They do the work

for which they are paid, and in most cases it is hard to fill
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in a better man when one vacates. It i r often sci-d that

they earn every cent of it. Though nationalists may com-

plain of the high salcry, I do not. The only defect I see

is tiiax oiiese men, v-^en Xney Scve any -.ioney, mvesx ix m
British concerns. V.hen they retire they buy homes etc. in

England. This is quite excusable. But if the offices had

ceen neld by Indian instead of oy tne En lish, tney neec.

not ha ve been Da id such high srlrries. Even if they rere

the money would be circulating in India instead of in or at

le? st through English ban.vs. Severe 1 ge nerations of —n^ lish

men have come end gone and with each one has gone from

Indian to British hands a moity.

India is not taxed more than other countries. In

fact she is taxed less than England taxes herself. But the

noney is being constantly drained. India has a, larpre standing

army, hore than 50 per cent, of the Indian revenue joes to

support this white elephant. It is a much larger army than

India would ever need to protect herself against foreign in-

vaders. It is a larger army than the British would need if

ever Indif trices to rrms and rebels against England. It is

just a convenient place and method of keeping a large reserve

force to be drawn anywhere within the British Empire.

Practically every large war that England entered she haa used

these troops, as in the Boer war> the Zulu war, the Chinese

war, and the European war. The lowest minimum force required

to heep perce within India. ?nd to defend India, was considered

as i 15,000. This was all that England kept during the last

wrr end withdrew all the rest to fight the Sermcns and their
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allies. In most of the cases in viiich the British Indian Army

was used, outside of India, the expenses of the army were

paid from the Indian treasury, "besides the regular pry of

the army. In a speech before the House of Commons,

Sir Henry Brackenbury says, "The Army in Indian is largely

in excess of requirements for preserving internal peace.

The foreign policy of Indie is directed entirely from England

and is part of the British foreign policy in general. The

object of the British foreign policy is to secure British

rule over British Umpire. If British rule were maintainded in

India only for India's srke, then it would be fair to make

India pay everything that was due to Britain's rule over

India,. But I cannot but feel Britain's interest in keeping

India under British rule is enormous. India cffords

employment to thousands of Britains. India employs millions

of British capital. Indian commerce is of immense value to

C*reat Britain. It 6eems to me Cire^t Britain should pay her

share of expenditures and in estimating that 6hare, she

should behave generously, because England is a rich country

and India is a poor one; c lso India has no representation;

where a nation is arbitrarily governed the governing power

should behave generously." *

Very often in forums in America the question is asked

has not England done much to relieve famine conditions in

India. Yes and no. Yes '.-hen a famine occurs she, with her

characteristic energy and efficiency, organises famine relief

corps and keeps the areas that are strrving fed in consideration

* "England's Debt to India" page 108.
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of smell amount of work of e, public nrture . Very few

people are allowed to die es they did in olden day s . But

the srme energy could be used to prevent famines instead of

waiting for them and then warding them off. Everybody would

agree that it is economically efficient to prevent diseases

rather than later to use medical skill after the disease has

actually entered the field. The railroads in Indie, were

built primarily from a military strategic point of view. There

are areas in India, when they have fct years, from which they

could ship' grains as exports down the rivers on barges. But

these snne productive sections could not be fed in their

leaner years because the waters get too low to ship grain

up the stream. Mo reilrords reach there areas consequently

when there is a famine the people suffer. A glance at the •

history of famines will show to any disinterested reader that

fr mines are on- the increase since the British advent. The

reason for this is that there is no reserve to draw upon.

In pre British days there were enough treasures buried under

ground which they could dig up and use. But now they have

nothing to bury.

Once in a while an intelligent questioner asks,

"Y.'ould it not be better for India to have more improved

machinery, more of the modern methods of agriculture so that

she could produce more?" Yes, it would at first, but it

mi :ht not profit India, finally. A cartoonist could represent

the economic system in India as a big barrel, which has both

an inlet and an outlet. For years since the British Have

been in India the outlet has been slightly greater than the

inlet. In lean years the bottom of the barrel is dry.
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Increasing Indian productivity might increase the amount in

the brrrelx a little more. Knowing that all that increased

amount would eventually flow out so no one want a to increase

the productivity, "."ould any single man insure his life or

put his money in a. bank against old age if he knew that that

insurance company or bank would go bankrupt before he requires

it?

Another big complaint against the English rule in

India is that culturally she hcs lost her place in the world

nay more, she is one of the most ±±£x illiterate countries

in the world. Ancient India ha.s produced many things through

her brains which all the world is using now. The numerals

1,2,3, etc., which is commonly called Arabic were Indian and

were Celled Arabic because the Arabs were the merns of bring-

ing them to Europe. It was taken to Europe when Uurope

graduated from the stc e of using Raxaa Roman numerals, which

were hard enough to add or subtract, but practically impossible

to multiply or divide. Host text books of mathematics in

their introduction, while discussing, the origin of the numbers

tell us thrt these numbers were brought along with the decimal

system, which could not be worked with any set of numerals.

Al ebra was mother cultural product of India, which the

whole world now uses. The Erticle Al end el— thrt, in

As.abia* Quite a number of words in English beginning with

Al ere Indian brain products with Arabic attachment to it eg,

alchemy, alcohol etc. Hippocrates rnd Esculapius, the

fathers of medicine and surgery acknowledge their indebtedness

to Brahmins in India. Indie has been the birth place of two
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rorld wide religions like Hinduism and Buddhism and- of several

smaller religions lilce Jainism. She has developed six systems

of philosophy, parts of which Kavl gradually crept into

western systems of thought. India has long ago spent a lot

of time end energy in researches into psychological and

osychical fields rnd has delved into hypnotism, occultism,

spiritism and mysticism. The Indian system of music division

the seven note scale is now universal. Violin originally

indigenous to India, is now seen, played and enjoyed practically

everywhere. The Veena -another musical instrument of India-

is the forbear of the Guitar and mandolin. Among games the

king of games "both indoors and outdoors, such as chess and

polo, came from India. Indie Roasts of one of the oldest

literatures in the rorld. The Rig Veda. It was written

about 1800 B.C. (contrast it if you will with the oldest

known EnglisE literature. Oan you think of anything further

back in Anglo-Saxon chroniclces than the ooems of Caedmon

who wrote "between 670-680.) The two ^reat; Spic poemsxxEis

of India were written at least 500 years "before the "birth

of Christ. Followers of the army of Alexander the Great

mention of the flourishing University of Taxila.

The culture of India, has "been kept up under the Hindu,

Euc'ohist and liahomedden rulers, l.hrs. Annie Besant speaking

before a Eoston audience at the Tremont Temple this year(13S6)

..lent ioned the following facts. "The inscriptions of xisoka

describe the culture of India and the constitution of the

local autonomy as was then practised. Ra.:iaya na , one of

the ev)ic poems says , in its day there were no illiterates

i
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in India. Under the Buddhist system schooling was compul-

sory-end teachers were supported "by the state, -ir Thomas

Roe speaking before the ?-
Touse of Commons as late as 1713

says that every village in India had a temple school supported

"by the local religious "bodies, and 79 per cent of the peopee

are literate l"

But today the tale is different. There are only

five and a half millions of school going children, where India

could cfford to send ten times that number if there were

enough facilities. It will be a liber cl estimate to put

down the literacy of the men in India as high as 15 fo

and for women , 3 c
/q. Lee Earner's "Citizen of India" a

text book used in India. , which paints the British rule in

India in glowing clours
,
points to the eduoation of India

as one of the glories of the British empire. The trouble

with that picture is two fold. It did not contrast the

present education with the past, nor did it give any figures

as to how the other countries were doing at the same time,

host of what Ainer ica knows about India, is co loured by the

same dye. It seems that when 2n*:;land conquered India she

left certain native states unmolested to act as contrasts

as against the British governed provinces. "They do indeed

afford a contrast. In Travancore, Cochin and Baroda more

people read and write than in any pert of British India*"

The British are not altogether to blame for this,

nor are they completely free from guilt. Lord hacaulay in

his famous minutes on Education decreed that the language

of Incia should be English. And it is. All officiel
*±

,

* E. A. Roes, in the Century magazine. Tec. 1925.
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ousiness, as far as possible, is conducted in English. English

education is enpptiraged to a limited decree. Some people

attend these schools. But the vast majority do not. Their

reasons are several. There are not enough schools. The

cost of education is very high end prohibitive. It is flfti

not every body that can
. master a foreign language and

ct facility in it enough to absorb the subjects haddled

in a. foreign language. Practically all the subjects in the

high school are taught through the medium of English. The

curriculum is not of much use unless one intends to enter

government service. As a matter of fact the original

schools were established for the miroose of recruiting

servrnts to work for the government. Since the education

was so designed and intended, everybody ^ets the ambition

to secure a government post, and the government cannot afford

to employ all the university graduates, and so it makes the

graduating class as small as it can, . The graduating cla s

is never more than forty per cent of the final examinations.

There is a good deal of discouragement in the higher branches

of learning. Lost of those who have failed at home ; nd who

are wealthy enough or. adventurous enough to go abroad go t

to English and American universities and graduate wx. another •

defect that has often been pointed out is that the people

avoid English schools because there is no religion taught ft

in government schools. The government ought really to be

excused for thisf ault because she would not be able to sho w

complete religious toleration for rll her subjects if she

showed preference to any dme of the faiths of India. Another
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fault of the educational system in India is that it is a

foreign culture, which magnifies everything Vfestern and

minimises everything 1'astern. The British themselves did

not ver readily take to Latin rhen they were under the

Roman yoke . Those that did study it xxe v;ere only those

who rented to be priests.

nationalists would add much more to these facts, which have

been here discussed at length. They will point to the

psychological attitude of a group kept under forcible sub-

mission. They will point to the fact that none but the

lowest offices are open to Indians, the higher offices thoujh

theoretically open, often have a. handicap attached to them;

They often point out thatthe manhood of Indiahas been seppeld

away by the complete disarmament , for the protection of a

kendfull of English in India. Without going into details

of these - arguments one can see that the British empire in

Indie is not functioning primarily for the good of India.

There are two alternatives. India, can be within the ring

of the British empireand be autonomous like Canada, Australia

and New Zealand, or she can be entirely free and independaiit

.

But, "Is India fit fur pelf goverment "is a question ashed

often by virulent pro-Brit isu questioners. "V;e do not know

it has never been tried." There was an old .nan in India, who

had a son over forty years old, and who thought his son was

still a baby and not yet in a. position to manage his own af

affairs. The actual answer could neither be given by the

Nationalists who claim India is old enough to govern herself

nor can it be given by the bureaucratic Englishman who has
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altogether too much to loose by a separation. Time

plone rill prove.
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Chapter. IV.

Experiments in Passive Resistance.

Hon violent massive resistance is a principle of

social action with a long history "both in the West and

in the East.

Teachers of Passive reristance. Jonfucius, the famous

Chinese teac.er is the first man who framed the Golden

rule which forms the backbone of Pssive resistance,

"Y.ha.t you do not done to yourself, do not to ot erg."

Confucius though he frrmed this rule, was not quite a

pacifist because he maintained that an army is a requisite

to government. He believed in Passive resistance for the

individual "but not for the nation. It was Lao Tse, a.

compatriot of Confucius, the founder of Taoism, who framed

the rule "Return f^ood for evil". Lao Tse was a mvstic and

drew his inspiration from somewhere else beside this world •

He spent most of his time in retirement. A combination of

the teachings of both philosophers have resulted in instill

-iiig the principles of Passive resistance upon the

Chinese people.

Buddha( Grautama ) taught non-resistance as a means of

attaining peace. He forbade killing of all kind. His whoee

life was one of self denial. Here is a story from his life

which will illustrate that point. "A foolish man. learning

that Buddha observed the principle of great love which

commands to return good for evil, came and abused him. Bud filla

was silent, pitying his folly. The man having finished his

abuse, Buddha asked him saying, "Son, if e man declined to
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accept a. present made to him, to whom rould it be long? " And

the man answered, "In that case it would belong to the man

who offered it." "Hy Son, 11 said Buddha, "You have relied

at me, but I decline to accept your reuse, and request you

to keep it yourself, '".'ill it not be a source of misery to

you? "."* The story goes on to say that the man was a shewed

and went away, but after reflecting he came back and apolo -

gised and sat at the feet of Buddha to learn m^re. Anger

of all sort is forbidden. Hatred is overcome not by hatred

but by love. Buddha like Confucius, believed in passive

resistance only in case of the individual. When a general

in the* army came to Buddha and questioned him minutely,

Buddha replied that he believed that war should be fought

only if it is unavoidable and defencive, and that the victor

should be willing* to offer peace and brotherhood to the down

trodden brother.

Among the ancient Greek and Roman philosophies onl y

the Stoic school cclvocrted this idea. The greatest advocate

of non-violence among the Stoics was llrrcus Aurelius. His

life end writings were paradoxes. The most peaceful teach -

ings rnd writings from the pen of the Roman Emneror were

written in his camping tent in the intervals between battles.

Jesus of hazareth was the greatest teacher of Passive

resistance in the world. He lived in a time when his country

was needing a political saviour most. In fact they were

expecting one. The idea tha.t he preached was new to them.

hR.Case in his book IJQn-violent Coercion, says, "".That did

Jesus teach, by precept or example, on personal retrlirtion,

magistracy and war? Briefly put the answer is that His
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doctrine is quite full and very explicit on Personrl revenge

ahS forgiveness. and uncertain as to. the state , and not at

ell given on the subject of war. 1'* Mr, Case for.jets the

opportunity that Jesus had and which He neglected to use.

If Jesus was a bundle of Paradoxes as Marcus Aureliuswas,

he would have taught peace, but fought against Rome and

secured political freedom . Jesus left the necleus of

Passive resistance and His followers, were the first sect

of organised Passive resistors. The early church had to

suffer much but the proximity of their master held them

togetherand they won their point. The history of the

young church till the time of the first emperor who became

a Christian is one long series of exhibitions of Passive

resistance. It is indeed a thing to be regretted that a

group of people who were such ardent Passive resistors

should devolop in their latter growth into quite the oppostt

Tertullian is one of the earliest. Christian fathers

who wrote against war. He says that it is not lawful for,

a Christian to be a soldierbecause he who uses the sword

shell perish by the sword. Followin on his heels cajne a

series of Christian apologists who write condemning war and

advocating peace through passive resistance. To mention

only a few we ought to bring out the names of if not the

strtemens .of, Justyn Llartyr, Athenogoras, Irenaeus, Clement

of Alexandria, Cyprian, Ignatius and a host of others.

. Case, i;on Violenjr Coercion, page
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From the fifth Century onwards, as the Christian

church grew , the policy of passive resistance was almost

forgotten. The only reminder of that noble idea, lingered

in the monasteries and in the persecuted sects. The

ignorance of the Dark ages, the ignorance of the scriptures,

the distance in time and thought from Jesus res probably the

cause of forgetting it., "because we find a revival of it with

the coming of the Reformation.

John Euss was the first of modern passive resistors.

Passive resistance as Huss practised it differs a little fern

that of the early church. The primitive Christian church

practised pa.ssive resistance because it expeGted a. speedy

second coming of Christ and while biding its time it wanted

to keep peace. But in the case of the Bohemian reformer, it

was for the sake of brining tie truth to light. His follow-

ers, the Bohemian brotheren, withdrew from the world, retreat'

ed into the mountains and formed one of the first of modern

passive re i stance societies.

The Anabaptists were s sect of people that very suc-

cessfully practised passive resistance. There were several

sects of pa.ssive resistors who had their spiritual birth

from this sect. Professor C. Henry Smith in his history,

"The hennonites of America 11 describes in detail, the under-

lying principle, and the growth of that sect. Their prime

doctrine is that the churah and the state must be separate.

Through literal interpretation of the sermon on the Mount,

they oppose, taking oaths, bearing office, and bearing arm s.

They were hunted wherever they were f oundand most of them
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suffered. They moved over to Russia at the invitation of

Catherine I and enjoyed pea.ce end freedom for a while. A

I: ter Czar persecuted them and they migrated to America. A

"body of hennonites from Canada are migrating this year from

from Canada to. South America,

Schwenkfeld ras a passive resistor. Ke objected to

the use of force "because it is unspiritua.l rnd against the

teachings of Jesus Christ. Kis follorers were condemned

and persecuted by most of the European states and so with

great effort, they migrated into' the land of the nobie free'

—America. The Danker s or Grman Baptists were another

group of passive resistors who found the European soil

intolerable for their Christian ideas, and migrated to

America. They like the hennonites and the Schwenkfclaims

are political non participants, non-lit igants as well as

ooposer6 of. war.

The Quakers. The one essential differerence between

the Friends and the earlier Sermcn sects is that they freely

took part in political life of the country though they

rctively opposed war. George Fox ras the founder of the S-

Society of Friends commonly nicknamed Quakers. Fox wanted

complete elimination of war by elimination of lust and

living a Christian life. He did not add anything new to tae

doctrine of passive resistance but exerted a large influence

The quakers whenever possible contributed largely to the pos

itive side of peaceand arbitrationand fostered whenever oos-

siblegrowth of international fellowship. The quakers found

the English soil too intolerant for their idea.s and migrated

to America. The history of the Quakers in America is one
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of the most interestng series of examples of passive resistance.

They maintained a frirly good, government and reisted every

effort to be inveigled into fighting. The few Quakers that

were in politics gave it up when they found that their •

efforts rere of no avail in stemming the tide against war.

Dr. Rufus h'. Jones has written a History of the "Quakers in

the American Colonies". The doughty deeds of ".Villiam Penn

and other quaker heroes are roth while reading to note that

through suffering and unpopularity , when all around, them .

conspired they won with no other ^ear)on but passive resistance.

Beside these religious sects there were

various sects communistic in their organisation which pract ised

passive resistance. The Shakers believe in non-coper rt ion

against war and civil government. The Inspirat ionists are

another communi:-tic sect who practice passive resistance.

During the world war a new set of passive resistors

cane to public notice. They were not ..:embers of any of the

above mentioned religious sects. They were not an organised *

body. They were sty led' Conscientious objectors* They were

for the most part excused from active participation in the

war. The trouble was that there, were several slackers and

pro-Germans who took refuge under this class and it taxed

: 11 the effort to separate the passive resistant group

from others. In England the Conscientious objectors were

often thrown into prison.

Practica,lly all the passive resistance reli lous

sects issued a statement of their ideas about war when

America participated in the war, :nd they reaffirmed their

positions. It is curious to note that practically all the
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statements attributed therir attitude to the teachings of

Jesus, more especially to the Semon on the Mount. Most of

the Sect 8 objected to non Combatant service, though indivi -

duals from among these sects volunteered and served as

doctors and other non combatants in the army. The Quakers

did a great deal of service in relief and reconstruction

during and after the war. The reconstruction work consisted

of constructing cottages ,
restocking and cultivating of

ruied farms.

In 1919 the Koreans staged an attempt at Pas~sive

resistance. Its attempt was a national non-violent

demonstration by which the people who had no other means of

redress, tried to attract attentionsympathy and to get the

help of the nations then assembled at Versailles. Korea up

to 1895 was under the protectorship of of Chinaand it chan ged

into Japanese hands. From that time on Japan was trying to

assimilate Korea. Korea had voice in the gvernment of her

country. Step by step the Post office, telegraphs , and

rrilwaysin spite of protests have been absorbed . Korea

made an attempt in 1907 to get her cade heard at the Hague

coference , but her emissaries were refused admittance. She

made another attempt to send delegates to the peace confer-

ence in 1919, but they were not received.

The same year the old emperor died. The Country

was in National mourning. Under the guidance of her able ead

leaders they made a nation wide demonstration. It was all

preconcerted. A declaration was drawn up and signed by

thirty people (who were prepared to be martyrs)

.





Several copies of it rere made mo. oli striouted secretly,

llarch. 1, 1919, everybody assembled in their respective

torns carried the old Korean flag arid publicly read the

dec lrar at ion , Severan Ja/oanese • off icir Is rere invited to

leoulto attend a feastand it was read before them too.

There v ras no rioting and no disturbance of any sort. The

declaration s^xiiiKx^xszLiiEEE ras cent to the Japanese

Governor general. The signers telephoned the police station

and informed the police as to rhere they rere . The police

of course arrested them and they rere tried. This ws the

first end biggest national attempt at passive resistance.

There were in the Korean document of the declaration of In -

dependence, two or three points in common with the same ty pe

of a movement in India. 1. That the Koreans in the employ

of the Jr^anese government shall rithdraw. 2. that the peolle

shrll refuse to pay taxes to the Japanese government .vir3 That

the people shall not bring pettitions or litigations before

the Japanese government. Hr. 0. II. Case in his boolc the

lion-violent Coercion from rhich I have summarised the fore -

going incident, thinks that these three clauses may have

been used by the Koreans after they had read Grandhi's prog ram

rhich ras rt that time public property. The Korean at tern pt

was, as far as immediate effects rere coneerned a failure.

Korea had. hoped that the news of their protest would reach

the ears of other nations and thus excite sympathy. But

Japan* saw to it that the ners ras censored and sppressed.

Eut such organised effort rill- not die dorn.

The romen suffrage movement in Britain prior to the





rar is mother example of Passive resistance. "The women

Said: HWe are slaves politically. We have no voice in the

government of our land, we are asked to obey the laws, in n

the making: of which we have no share. That is an outrage

upon womanhood. We will decline to recognise the author it J

of man-made legislation." So they refused to pay taxes, t hey

marched in procession to the House of Commons despite prohi-

bitive regulations and were imprisoned, they protested in

all manner of ways against their political subjection. Soee

of the militant suffragists, it is true , denied the pc ssiiist

principle of non^co operation by committing certain acts of

violence. :.:ost careful observers of the period will agree

that by their violence these suffragists put back their

cause almost as much as they had advanced it by their sacri-

fice .
"*

Boycotting is another form of Passive resistance.

It may, and in some cases it has, later devolop into the use

of force. Boycotting has two stages. The primary boycotting

consists in denouncing the purchasing and the use of r foreign

(or forbidden) article so as to cripple further importation.

The secondary boycott is directed against a small minority

of people among the larger boyvotting group , who delibera tely

break their compact and try to rofit by the occasion. Quite

a classic example of this type was demonstrated in this veyy

city (Boston) wnen the English sent taxed tea. Long before

the incidents of the Boston Tea Party and the violent scenes

that followed on its wake, the people of Boston had been

boycotting tea. and the merchants that were handling them were

also secondarily boycotted.

The V.'orld tomorrow. ' Dec . 1924. rage 376.
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Boycotting though one of the most foceful means of

social pressure, yet it is v ithin legal end Christian bounds.

"The general public -resorts to the boycottto force a reduction

of monopoly prices , the class conscious capitalist uses it

to silence the organs of public opinion, the ruthless employ-

er uses it to crush the union spirit among his workmen; the

merchant rields it to cut the market from beneath unmanege -

able competitors; the citizen uses it to place his friends

in office; the peoples of one country practise it to gain

concessions from other countries, or to prevent aggression"*

Several exapmples of Passive resistance, -."ere dis-

cussed in the paper "India "on October .15, 1320, and in some

of the succeeding issues. (This magazine is the official

organ of the Indian National congress.) In Hungary, Super or

Franz Joseph was trying to subordinate the Hungarians to ta

the power of Austria. Francis Cea.: a lrndowner organised

his eople to t£he. a firm stand and refuse to pay all taxe s.

When the tax collectors came they would not pay their taxes.

Their properties rere attached. The government wanted to

auction them, but they could not find a Hungarian to be the

auctioneer. They imported an Austrian to perform the job.

Soon they discovered that there rere no bidders and if the y

ranted any bidders they would either have to bring v>eople

from Austria or carry the goods to Austria and auction the

i

there, both of which would cost more than the articles rere

worth. A while later Austrian soldiers were billeted in

jB se. lion-Violent Coercion, page 320.
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Hungarian houses. The Hungarians fed them but soci; lly

ostracised themso that the soldiers themselves did not like

to stay any more. Hungary would not rend any members to tee

Parliament in Austria. All these put together brought the

Emperor to the attitude which Hungarians wanted him to come

to, and on Feb. 13, 1867, he recognised the independence of

Hungary.

In. 1919 China, demonstrated the possibility and the

use of passive resistance as a national force and came out

successfully. It started with the Chinese student move-

ment protesting against the national humiliation, the

acceptance of the twenty one dema.nds of Japan by 'the

Chinese government. The Chinese students ranted to clean

Shan Tung of all foreigners. The 'covernment had just recently

given to Japan the port of Tsingtao. 20,000 students in

China
,
%e& by the University of Peking students, in their

various centres, gathered in large groups, paraded and

presented petitions to the government protesting the govern-

ment policy. Some of the students in Shangha i were arrested.

The news spread rapidly. All the merchants sympathised and

showed their spirit of co operation by closing their shops

and keeping them closed. The government finding it to be a.

nerd thing to overcome, released the students and promised

them that their demands would be granted.

Another successfull thing China, has done along- the

lines of passive resistance is crippling the Japanese trade

in China. By organised effort, through posters advertise-

ments rnd speeches, they have brought before the buying
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public the necessity of bojrfcotting Japanese goods. They

have whenever possible instituted shows which would "bring

before the minds of the people the grave danger they are

running into by patronising Japanese goods. They started

night schools to revive old industries. The loss to Japanese

trade was immense. The students have practically got

what they wanted.

The passive resistance movement in South Africa, which

ought to be narrated here , will be dealt with in a later

chcpter

.

»
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Chapter. V,

A Brief life of Gandhi and his work in South Africa.

Recently the Y.h.C.A. sent out a. quest ionairre, to

a strata of their member 8 all over the vorld. Among other

questions they a sited the young men who were their heroes.

Among the living men Gandhi ranked higher than any other

man. This census is a consensus of opinion of youth all

over the world. Dr. John Eaynes Ho lines of the Jommunity

church in ITew York, pr ached a sermon in 1922 , the sum

and substance of the whole sermon being that Gandhi is the

g Neatest man in the worldsince the time of Jesus Ohrist

and that gandhi is the greatest man now living in the wot Id

Though everybody may not agree entirely with all the state

ments of Dr. Holmes yet they will at least grant that the

Uahatma is one of the leaders of in the world of today.

Even a conservative estimate gives him a following

of over sixty millions of peoples in India. There is

hardly ever a men who reads a newspaper who is not familiar

with the name of Gandhi. Time and again the Indian student

in this country are called upon to lecture upon Gandhi.

Invariably in forums gandhi's name is brought forward in

meetings end the conversation lingers for a, few minutes v it

him as the centre. GOandhi's physical figure is not one

that commands attention. "If we seek for an explanation

of this fact, we cannot find it, I believe, in any of the

ordinary aspects of personality. It does not reside for

example
, in Gandhi's phyfical presence, wttidfi has been
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described as pitifully insignif icant . He weighs less than

one hundred pounds. Ee shows all the weakness . and enacic —

tion of one who has descij&lined his body to an a.scet ieismof

en extreme type for over thirty years. On certain occasions

he is so feeble that ne is unable to stcnd , and has to address

his audience while seated, in a chair. His only impressive

physical feature is his eyes, which glow with the flawing

passion of a. spirit which burns as though it would consume

the f.leshl'* It is his message that thrills the- multitude

He is a convincing speaker and a good writer. Invariably

the people of India call him the "llahatma" . Liana- gceat

atma-soul. The great soul. It sounds even better than the

name the popular multitude gave to one of the greatest of

the .American heroes, AbraLiam Lincoln,- The Q-reat Heart.

Uohandas Xaramchand C-andhi wa s born in Oct .2, 1869,

at Porbandar, an independent native state in India. Both

his father and grandfather were dewans (prime ministers)

to the Raja of Porbandar. His mother was a devout Jcin, w ho

spent most of her life in bringing comfort and help to the

poor and the needy, a sort of an Indian "St Elizabeth".

Eoth the far sighted statesmanship of his paterna.l ancestors

and the socisl mindedness of his mother have blended and z

are showing through the life of Gandhi. The most touching

picture of his mother are drawn by Grandhi himself in his

"Havaj ivan" , a vernacular newspaper, in an autobiography, of

his early life. Portions of that appeared in "Unity "magazine

between Apr i 1- Sept embe r .1026,.

&

* Holmes; "Significance of Liahatma Gandhi, page 10.
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. . 6e tOf.ndhi hr& his elementary education in the Temple

school at Porbandar, end his High school at Kathiawar(on the

vest coast a little to the north of Bombay.) As was the

custom in his family he was married early at the age of

twelve. (Probably this more than any tiling else makes him a

strong advocate against the foolish custom of child marriage)

His parents at any rate did not make a. mistake in selecting

young Kasturibai as a partner for their son. She has been

through the mill of suffer in;;, poverty, prison, without a

word of murmur, av.d has proved herself a true helpmeet.

During the early part of his High school career Oandhi was

ohe-ot ical in his religious thinkin ;. "I wanted to know"

Gandhi said (to one of his biographers, J. J. Eoke}) "how

this or that could be so, and why it Y/as so" Questions which

brought him at lengthinto a homeless conflict. There was o

no alternative so far as he knew, between idolatrous Hindu -

ism and Atheism Ao Atheism it was."* One predominant quality

that is mentioned of him at this stage is that he was an ajient

a dent lover of truth. In his difficulties he turned to the

laws of lianu, but they only muddled him more.

After lie matriculated he entered college at Shaven agar

but did not stay there long enough to graduate into what

corresponds to the sophomore class. During his first holiday

he was on a visit to to Rajkot, where the Brahmin priest,

the spiritual advisor of his family advocated that he go to

London and study law. Love f adventure and sight seeing .

combined with an ambition to make a mark in the world, made

* Doke: Hi, K. Gandhi", page 23.
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him determine to go to England. His elder brother gave him

his consent, and was generous enough to forego his interest,

in the family property to make it possible for young Gandhi

to proceed to England. Gandhi encountered his first check

when he met sir F. S. A. Lely, the then British Resident

at Porbendar. It v:as in the officier's power to grant a

scholarship but he made it a policy never to grant those

scholarships unless one was a graduate of an Indian University.

SUch a policy .while it wet a great help to post graduate

students of proved ability, cut out a lot of promising young

men from compeeting with English lads for civil service posts

in India. There is an age limit to the selection for civil

service, and a. bbb£ graduate from an Indian University is

handicapped, not theoretically but in practise. Gandhi's

home town friends were conservative about his going and the

story goes on to say that he is still outcasted in Porbandar

for having gone abroad. But then, no man is prophet in his

own town. His mother was sorry to have him go. "When my

going to London was proposed , "G-andhi says, "after a. long

refusal my mother consented on one condition. She had

heard of the loose immoral lives lived in that far off city

and she trembled for her son. Taking me before a swaiai

of the Jain sect, she made me swear a three fold oath to

objure the attractions of wine, of flesh, and of women. And

that oath saved me from many a pitfall in London"*

When he got to London .at first he tried to ape ell

Western things and make himself a thorough Englishman. He

iii _i

*. J. J.Doke . X. Gandhi, peg 13.
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took beside his regular lav: courses lessons in elocution,

French, Violin rnd dancing. Soon he found these letter to

be useless and gave them up and sttled down to a rigorous

vigorous student life. True to his oath he lived on a

vegetarian diet, cooking his own breakfast and dinner rnd

his lunch in the vegetarian restaurants. It was in this

oeriod of his life that he moulded his thoughts. He

visited various religious gatherings, because he was still

an atheist, jrith an unsatisfied soul hunger. He visited

the Els vat sky Lodge. A kind old Christian friend made

Gandhi promise to reed the Bible and presented him a copy

of the Scriptures. Gandhi religiously read through Gene si s

and Exodus, but had not the patience to go through the rest

of the Old Testament, and so gave up his researches. Gould

you blame him? This event however did not deter Gandhi froi

going to hear outstanding speakers such as 0. H. Spurgeon,

Lean Farrer, and Dr, Parker. Some of them he admired very

much. After three years of hard study, and seventy five

untested dinners he passed his examine t ion and was called

to the bar. Shortly afterwards he returned to India and

started to practice law in Bombay.

In 1393 a firm in Porba.nd.ar, which had a branch in

Pretoria, South Africeoffered him a years engagement, lie

accepted the offer and was sent to 3outh Africa. There

dolour prejudice was rife. ..For the first time in his

life he realised' what colour prejudice was . On his very

first night he was throv.ii out of a railway carriage, end

his baggage after him, in spite of the first class and
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sleeping ticket lie held, in order to make it mor comfortable

for s European. Hotels refused him admittance. If gandhi

had been a, student in America instead of in England he may

have "been more xEcaxiaaEBt prepared, if not accusto-.ed to

such indignities. " The colour "bar was a terrible disadvan-

tage. As it was the contract held him and the twelve mont-s

coent in Pretori; rere a distinct gaini He learned self-

restraint. Even when the sentry kicked him off the foot path

in front of President Kruger's house, and his European

friends wined him to test the legality of the act he refused

to retaliate. He learned to bear the insults which were

attached to his race and colour, until! for the sake of his

people, he almost gloried in them, and gradually the pride

of birth and education gave way before the humility of

self sacrifice."*

It was during this period that he gained an appreci-

ation of Christianity
,
through a series of Bible classes

conducted by a fellow solicitor. He never realised the

sublimity of Christian thought till he read the Sermon on t

the Hount, and this has ever since been his ideal. He

attended a convention at Wellington and heard Dr. Andrew :mnrra

and others who impressed him greatly. It wa,s also during

this period that he read most of Tolstoi's books which

left a deep impression u -.on him. In fact , more than any

one else among his contemporaries, the old count Tolstoi

is resr) nsible for Gandhi 1 s doctrine of Passive resistance .

*Doke : U.K. Gsndli, page 38.
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Let me quote the ?outh .African situation at this

stage from Sir Valentine Chirol, in order to ~*et a. British er's

point of view. "To understand the deep sense of injustice

created by the treatment of Indians in British possessions

outside of India, one must remember that the trouble owes i ts

origin , not to any spontaneous impulse on the oart of the

Indians to emigrate, but to the need of some of our colonie s

for cheap labour to devolop their natural resources. In

South Africa , for instance, Natal it wee that approached

the government of India as far back as i860 for permission

to recruit Indirn coolies aa indentured labourers on the

cine.. Permission was granted, Indians were recruited, they

rent out and worked hard end to the satisfaction of their

employers, and whentheir indentures expired, often remained

in the country as Tcee 1 Indians to become small farmers,

peddlars and traders. Other better clsss Indians then

followed rho vere not indentured , but went out to seek a

legitimate livelihood by supplying the needs of the grow-

ing Indian communit ies, and doing business on a small scale

rhich the native could not and the white man would not do.

The Indians were' industrious and thrifty, and content to

live on a lower economic scale, the white man
,
though

unable to be without them, began to regard them as. at least

potentially inconvenient competitor s, as wells, as in other

respects somewhat undesirable neighbours, to be kept in

their ^lace as an inferior race"*

JMrol : India, page £00.
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• TTnen J-rndhi ' s twelve month's contract with the law

firm in pretofia was over and when he was about to return

to India, lie read in th 1 Natal -^ercury ' that the South -African

government was about to pass a bill disfrrnchising all

Indians. This, Gandhi saw, was just the begining of a series

of bills to follow. A protest was drawn under his guidance,

and signed by a good many of the Indians and the petition-

was pres nted by a deputation to the members of the Parlia -

ment . This was altogether a new step for the docile Indians.

Though some of the members were partially influenced, the

bill was passed in spite of their remonstrances. Gandhi

acted with characteristic energy, drew a. new petition, sec ured

ten thousand signatures, and sent it to Lord Ripon, the Imperial

Jolonial secretary, who recognised t-ie claim, and the oill

wjieh it came to Sfngian4 for the Royal sanction, it did not

obtrin it. But the victory so gained did not last long

.

Tiie coutn ^.frica.n government reacned its original goal by

a different route and disfranchised the Indians in l.atal.

From this joint on for the next thirteen years it was one

bitter struggle.

The first two years he spent in building up his

practise in Natal and organised the Natal Indian congress

and the llatal Indian Association. In 1896 he rent to

BoiEfbay to fetch his wife and children. IThile he was in India

he was aslced to ST)cah on the So 'th African situation v/hic"

he did . This speech was repeated in several cities. The

Reuter Correspondent telegraphed the speech to Londonbut

misquoted the speech so grossly that it represented as if
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represented as if Gandhi were slandering Natal. On his

return to Soutfi wnc?, a moo ^reetea lij ana vioj-eiu xy

ill treated himand gave him many Icicles end blours. He

escaped with -the help of a few friends under a policeman's

uniform. The Natal hercury obtained a true copy of the

speeches and printed it, which appeased the wrath of the

citizens of Natal when they discovered how grossly they ?

InilS§9 the Boer war baganand Gandhi wanted to

halp the Empire. As a Jain he did not believe in wax. It

was recently confirmed in his mind as a moral evil by read

|ng Tolstoi's works. Ke ashed permission to organise an

Ambulance corps. Eut the authorities only luaghed at him.

Later during the lie at of the war, the British accepted his

offer and the Indian Am ulance corps under the leadership

of Gandhi and under the guidance of Dr, Booth, an Anglican

missionary, launcned out. xhe corps someuimes worked in

the very front line of the trenches in spite of the heavy

casualty. He eraned the praises of both the men at the fr

front and of those who were interested in it. '.Then he came

bach to India, the government of India recognised his

cervices to the Empire by. awarding him the Kaiser-I-Eind

;jo Id medal.

In spite of their services and loyalty the Indians were

were bach in the old status, if not a worse one by 1S03.

.tf.n Asiatic department had been created by this time. The

Indie hs regarded the Asiatic department as alien to the
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spirit of citizenship end opposed it. A colour bar under &.

the Dutch government was bad enough, "but the new regime

under the Union Jack regarded them as aliens. Under the

Eoer colony they had to pay a. colonisation tax of 4 3 Three

rounds sterling and the British said tha/t these old citizens

had to be re registered, either by paying i-2or by showing

the old registrat ionand their citizenship rights would be

guaranteed!/ But the promise ha.s been shamefully broken' 1 * In

the early part of 1304 r terrible plague broke out. Oandiii

organised a corps of workers to convey the sick to the

hospitals. But for his organised help in getting them as

fast as possible to the medical centres many would have

died in both communities.

" Two enterprises will always be associated with

Hr. Gandhi's name and work in South Africa. One is the

propogpnda. "commenced in 1305 among his own oeople, by means

of a weekly journal called the "Indian Opinion", the other

that little Tolstoia.n colony in Phoenix where th e Indian

Opinion is now being published. Both of them exerted a great

influence on the Indian community*1

*. He dreamed of a consoli

drted Indian colony in South Africa, with rights of British

citizenship. He wanted them to be essentially Indian but

living so as to make ooutu iifrica. proud of its Indians. The

'Indian Opinion' which so successfully welded the Indirns

to ethercost his pocket i2.000. But for the Indian Opinion

* Coke
,
page 64.

** Doke oage 69.
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CrandLi could not have gained, for the Indians what he event-

ually did. In 1904 he organised the Tolstoian colony. The

citizens of this colony were each given an acre of land for

which they paid when they were able. They took vows of

poverty and voluntarily worked for the good of the communi ty.

It was an experiment brsed on Tolstoi's socialistic principles.

In the lignt of what has happened the colony was succesful

in fulfilling its ideals.

1906 saw the Zulu rebellion. Oandhi again offered

his services for organising en Indian Stretcher bearer cor ps

The government accepted it afeter some demur. He did

s-olendid service though some of the work delegated to him

was not what he volunteered for. They were emploued to

nurse the wounds of the Zulus who had been cruelly lashed.

The Provisional government passed thee Asiatic law Amendmeit

and C-andhi launched passive resistance ., against its passing.

Eectuse once it was passed ell the work of the previous

years would have been in vain. The Indian community sent

Gandhi on a deputation to England. Ey the time Grandhi

got to England, the constitutional government of South

Africa which had by this time taken the place of the provi-

sional government, put through the Asietic law Amendment

Act. In 1907, the passive resistance group was active in

its work. l..'ost of the Chinese (nearly a thousand then in

South Africa) joined the group of Indians because the Bill

rffected themm just as well. The aim of the Passive resis-

tors was to repeal the Asiatic law Amendment Act. Their s

second aim wa.s to keep the door ot>en to bring in educated
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men from Indip to minister to their community, sucli esdoctors

lawyers and religious tepcners. These were shut out by the

then lew. A large gathering of Indians met in the Empire

Theatre in Durban end took vows of passive resistance, The y

closed their shops end gladly wen£ to gaol when they were

sent to jell. 3-e.ndhi himself was put in prison at lep.st t

three times. Eis "body beers the stripes of the whips

end his wrists end ankles the marks of the chains with whiiah

he was bound for hours togethr to the bars of his cell, he

had at this time a following of pbout 16,000. He and ell

his followers refused to register under the new law (because

they were already registered) ivery case that came before

the court was sentenced from seven to.f oraurteen days imprison

ment with hard labour. The jails were overf lowing. They

kept this up till the law was repealed. They had won their

-ooint by hard struggle of eighteen months of suffering and

privation but not a drop of blood was shed. ihe South African

"overnment could not get along with ten thousand people

acting in the contrary dircettion.

The growth of the idea in the leader is hard to trpce.

VThen Rev. Jos ph . J. Doke, a Baptist minister in Johannes .bur

asked Grendhi himself, the leader was not quite defenite as

to the oriprin of this idea. Two :r three sources may have

contributed to this. "I re /.ember" lendhi said, "How one verse

of a 3u jurat hi poem, which as a child,. I learned at school

clung to me, In substance it was this:-

"If a man gives you a drink of water end you give him

a drink in retuxm, that is nothing;

Real beputy consists in doing good r gainst evil"
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As a child' this verse had r powerful inf luence over me, and

I tried to carry it into practise. Then came the 'Sermon

on the Mount 1 "

"But surely" said I. "The BKAG-AVAD GrlTA" came first ?"

II i:o", he replied, "Of course I knew the Bha.5a.vad O-ixfc 'vita

in Sanskirit veil/ but I had not made its teach ins; in tnat

particular a study. It was the New Testament which rea.lly

awakened me to the Tightness and th value of passive reisis-

tence, V<lien I reed -in the 'Sermon on the mount' such pa.ssa.^es

as 'Resist not him that is evil but vhowoever smiteth thee}

on thy right cheek turn to him the other also' and 'love

your enemies and "pray for them that persecute youthct you

may be the sons of your father which is in heaven' I was

simply overjoyed, and found my own opinion confirmed where

I least expected it. Th e Bha.gavad Site deepened the

im ression, and Tolstoi's 'The Kingdom of Ood. is withixs you'

;
:;ave it permanent form. "

^Undoubtedly Count Tlostd>i has profoundly influenced

him. The Old Russian reformer, in the simplicity of hie life

the fearlessness of his utterances, and the nature of his

teaching on 7'ar and rork, hcs found a warm hearted disciple

in Mr. Gandhi, I think, too, very probably, the Count's

representation of the Christian Churches has not been suffi

ciently happy to rithstrnd it. But Tolstoi's teachings on

some questions notably on Government s, had not won hie

assent, • Ruskin and Tkoreau have both hf d' some share in f

forming his opinions, Ru'skin's 'Crown if ;Vild Olive" bei ng

an especirl favourite. Last,, but not le st.,the passive

resistance movement in iln^lcno with regard to education ha. s
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proved an object lesson, not only to him "but to his people

of singular force and interest"*

* Tolce . pf :e 38 f

.
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Chapter. VI.

A survey of GJandhi 'c leadership in India end what it

has done so far.

It has been often asserted that the East is rather

clow in moving. Idke i 11 oth r slogans of that type it is

not quite true. India has changed ^laaa quite a little during

the l r st ten years. China during the- last twenty years has

changed from a mona; chy to republican form of government En

and is still in the process of evolution through a series

of minor and major revolutions. Japan has changed from its

lethargic mediaeval state into one of the most aggressive

westernised, modernised if you prefer the term, of oriental

countries. Professor Gorman Dwight Harris in his book,

"Zurope and the 2a st" gives quite a good panoramic view of

the recent happenings in all parts of Asia. Tne *jast may

have been slow in staring to move, but once she starts she

mal:es such a rapid progressthat the histoyy and the geograhy

oi tue Orient has to oe rewritten.

In spite of his bitter experience and subsequent

success in South Africa, Gandhi had not lost his faith in

the British Empire. Under doctor's orders he spent a few

months in England in 1914 and was in London when the war

brolce out. lie raised an Indian Ambulance corps to serve at

tbu French frontfrom among the Indian students then in Ing&nd.

Hven as late as 1918 when a special appeal was made at the

war conference in Delhi by Lord Jhelmsf ordf or recruit s(i or

the regular army) he woriced hard to to help the 'government

.
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But coon the order,? came to cease recruiting because the

rrr v;as over. lie cays, he did these things services and

those' in South Africa beccuse he "believed in the innate sense

of Justice inborn in every Britisher, and because he beliee ed

that by such co operation he could secure for India a. stat us

of full equality in the Smpire. But he chrngee his front.

1 I During the War India, had contributed more than one

million one hundred thousand men and five hundred million

collrrs in money toreros her share in the fight "Jngland

was waging with Crermany, and in which India was not direct^

concerned. India ha.d hoped that her position would be bet ter

after the war was over. But the policy of ISng :land was nott

hrving a change for the better. If rny it was changnig for

worse. LIrs. Annie Besant, the head of the Theosophical

society with her head quarters at iladras, bought 'a. dying

daily newspaper and wa.s editing it under the name of 1 "hew

India." Aside from her religious worh, she has always been

interested in the welfare of India, politically and econo-

mically. Sine war free and bold in her speeches and writings

in allying herself with the growing nationalistic spirit,

and. to some extent fostered it. The government resented this

cttitude on her part , cfter a few warnings suppressed her

paper, and interned her. The educated people of India

resented this and showed it plainly. The defence od India

let unaer which she wa„s interned, was originally meant to

punish individual offenders who might betray India to

foreign enemies. 3ut during the war quite a different inter

pretation was put upon this law. Several people who voiced
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their discontent against the government? -were under this act

tried and put in prison.

The Rowlstt Acts Seeing that there ; growigg

movement which was rather disconted with the government, a.

poinmittee was appointee under the ore sident ship of ?ir Sydney

Rowlatt, to report on the growth of the revolt ionary movement

in the country, and to suggest remedies. His report was

published in July 1918, recommending a change in the adminis

trction of the Defence of India Act, taking away trialr by

juries and assessors in the case of politcal crimes, end

that the trials could "be held" in camera, and persons suspected

could he brought to trial without any of the usual legal

preliminaries. It also empowered certain executives -the

right to restrict the liberty of the individual by demanding

securities, by restricting liberty of residence, and

demanding abstention from journalism, distributing leaflets,

and making axst or attending speeches. The six months which

elapsed between this recommendation and the" passing' of the

Eill in 19 19 (LIarch 5 the country wa.s a seething mass. This

was the be fining ogf real agitation. The leaders of the

extreme party did all they could to prevent becoming a. Bill

But it was passed with the help of official votes. Gandhi

who was -hitherto pro-British in most of his actions , turned

iiis each on them and startec leading the people through the

rough and rugged path of non-violent non-co operative, passire

resistance movement.

Two or tiiree words commonly used by Gandhi and his





Gandhi himself to express the particular type of passive

resistance used in South *ifrica and later in India. Literally

i u means a force of truth or love « It may be rendered a.s a

truth force, a love force, or a soul force. A Satya, grahi

is one who uses that force. He considers it his moral dut y

to urea.: such laws of i country tnat cannot "be remedied oy

any other means. The Satyagrahies tool: upon themselves an

oath ce follows. " Being conscientiously of opinion that t..he

Bills lenorn c*s tiie Indian vrimina.l law ( amenment ) Bill ICo.l £

of 1319 and the Criminal law (Emergency powers) Bill "o.2

of 1919(Rowlatt Eills) are unjust., subversive of the princ

ciple of liberty and justice and destructive of elementary

rights of individuals on which the safety of the community

as a whole and the state is based, re soelmnly affirm that

in the event of these Eills becoming a law until! they are

withdrawn re shall refuse civilly to obey these laws and s uch

other laws ess. a committee to be hereafter appointed may

tiiin*: fit and furtiier affirm tnat in tnis stru^^le re ri^.1

faithfully f Allow the truth and refain from violence to

life-
,
person or property. "* Another word that requires

explanation ic ."fr o 1 1 • A nartal is a. day \ Previously

determined by the leader) in which no business ras to be

doneand the people were generally to indicate by their

attitude tnct they disapproved the action Oj. tne ~overnment •

It should be entirely voluntary on the part of the observer

and not forced upon him.

On .^arch 23, 1919, ..ai.ia.tma Grandhi issued a mrnifesoo

through his and other extremist' presses, calling for a hartal

* Yount: Indie e 1159.
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on April 8th. Ey some nistake Eeiix Delhi observed the Eaxtftl

on the 30t'n .march . Some Hartal demonstrator contrary to

his injunction tried to force r railway stall keeper to close,

people gathered, advocating either side end a riot ensued.

It was suppressed by xxxxxxafc military 2*olice and a smell

detachment of the army. Gandhi went to Delhi on April S.

to enquire into the cause of the riot. He was arrested and

sent back under escort , and were ^iven strict injunctions

not to enter either Delhi or the Punjab,,

Amritzar Uassa.cre. There had been one or tro small

riots
,
probably of the same nature as the Delhi incident

in the Funjab territory. There was martial law declared in

some parts but not in Amrit zar . There was nothing happenigg

either on the 12 tn or the day before it. Amritzar was

declared under martial law on the 13th but the word had not

got: in around. There wa.s a harmless gathering of men
,

women and children, of over six thousand people in a Eagh

(about as big as the Boston Public hardens). It. was a Hind u

festival day, "Order had been restored before General Dyer

reached Amritzar, but on an ill omened day he thought himself

justified in opening fire upon a crowd assembled in Jallian

walla Eagh in defiance of his order sprohibit in • all public

meetings. Only those who have visited the Bagh after stud y-

ing the evidence given by General Dyer vefroe a committee of

encuiry presided over by Lord Hunter can realise the full

horror of the trajedy enacted there. It was - to dig c

sinister gulf between the ruling and the subject race, that

the story of that black day in the rmnals of British India

crnnot be ignored. The Bagh-once a garden- has long been





srve one clump of trees, an open spree enclosed on every side

by mud Trails with tall houses rising in many places close

up against and above then*. The approaches are few and

ey.trer.iely narrow. By one of them lerding to the highest

ground in the Bagh, general Dyer with a party of fifty Grurka

entered the Bagh, saw at a distance of a hundred yards a

dense crowd variously estimated at from 3, OOOt o . 10,000

.

General Dyer assumed that this was a public meeting in

contravention to his orders- without a word of warning he

opened fire end Icept up a fusilade untill his perty's

ammunition was exhausted, though the panic striken multitude

broke at onee, struggling to escape through the narrow

exits or attempting vainly to climb the walls, or in despair

throwing themselves flat on the ground . General Dyer

according to his own statement personally directed the

firing to the points where the crowds were thicke-st .. The

•targets' he declared, were 'good' rnd by the time he and

his men went off by the same way they had come, they had

billed . according to official figures given by the govern -

ment some months lrter, End they had left about' 1200

wounded on the ground for whom he did not consider his

'job' to provide any help whatever. He followed up his

action at the Bagh by a 'crawling order compelling all

Indians to go on all fours who wanted to pass a certain street

in which an Englmsh woman had been done to death by the mob

in one of the previous drys rioting. The Lieutenat --over nor

Sir Lichee 1 O'Dwyer insisted on the withdrawl of this order,

but nothing could wipe out the memory of it ... . But upon
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Indians of all classes and creeds and races with exceptions

too rare to signify, Jellianwalla Bagh ang the Punjab events

produced only one feeling, a. feeling of horror and indigna -

tion, which against the asses, found vent in a great outburst

of racial hatred.... To borrow the Luke of Oonnaught 1 s own

language when he visited India in 1921, 'The shadow of

.-'mritzar lenienthened over the whole of India"* Such is the

statement of a conservative but truthful Britisher, ,ir.

Valentine Chirol.

A commision. of enquiry was sent rather late to enquire

into General Dyers actions, which after the long usual red tape

declared his action was a little too hasty and he was dismissed

from service. The voice in England and some of the English in

India wrs oartly sympathetic to him and some of his sympathisers,

collected a fund to present to general Dyer for his having lost

s lucrative job. This was not altogether a wise move, especially

while the Government was trying to white wash over the whole

tragedy

.

The Oalrohate 'uestion. Indir h« s somewhere in the

neighborhood of 70 million Llahommeddans . They have been paying

religious fealty to the Saltan of Turkey as the Caliph of the

I'oslem world. At the beginning of the war they were in a

dilemma as to whether to join Turkey or England. They owed

:.iore allegiance to England. Lloyd George, the then Prime Minister

* Chirol— "I rhia" page 20?'-;: 10 .
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also assured them that their Holy lands rould be left un-

molested under their Caliph, When the war wa.s over most of

the Turkis possessions passed into British hands. This

they considered as a flagrant violation of the promises

made to them. Just at this juncture, the two brothers,

hahoined and Shaukat ali, were relc sed fro. their intern-

ment. They were interned during the war oecause their

sympathies were very anti-British, They were leaders

among their community and saw a good chance to flame up

the discontent txh through tue religious feelings of

fellow moslems. Several conferences were held "by the

l.ahommedans in India and as a result of several of these

deputations werex sent to the Viceroycnd to the Secretary

of state from none of whom they did, or could, _;et my-,

favourable reply. The Moslems full of discontent joined

the extremists in India under the leadership of Gandhi

and became nOn-co operators.

This is the first occasion that both the Hindus and

..oslems have joined hands in India, for their mutual advan-

tage. Let us hope that they stay united for all time and

for the. good of -the country in her political field. A

joint Hindu-Moslem coference was held at Allah aba.de.nd

they voted to adopt 'iandhi's program of non-co operation if

after one ianxxx month from that da.te nothing more defenite

was done towards the Caliphate question. A letter was sent

by Gandhi addressed to the viceroy, in which he wrote "the

terms violate the ministerial pledges and utterly die regaiLd

the Mussulman sentiment. I consider that as a staunch Hindu

wishing to live on terms of closest friendship with my
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Hussullman countrymen, I s ould be an unworthy e:-n of India
if I did not strnd by them in this heir hour of trial. T he
report of the majority of the hunter committee (on Amritzar
massacre and the Punjab situation) and your Excellency's

despatch thereon have disappointed me. In These circum-

stances the only course open to one lihe me is either in

despair to sever all connections r ith the Eritish rule, or

if I still retain the faith in the inherent superiority oft

^the British constitution to all others in the present vogue, i
to adopt such means as Fill rectify the wrong done and restore
confidence. It is then because I believe in British insti-
tution that I have adviced my huslim friends to withdraw
their support from your Excellency's government and the Hindus
to join them."-* A month elapsed and nothing was done. A
month elapsed end nothing was done.

A soedJial conference *&e called at Jalcutta under
the presidentship of Lala Lajp £ t Rai, rhich after a lonr

discussion adopted the non-co operation programme by a majority
They gave three reasons for its adoption, the Calphate question
t he Amritzar massacre < nd the government's supporting the

"Systematic terrorism and frightfullne ss adopted in the Punjab"
The only ray to remedy these evils the conference agreed v; as 4
to have Swaraj 'independent rale) and launched the non-co

operation MtiawMmmh ^ .., , . . - .j.u j.ciiuiae,aw a m.^ns to tins end. The non-co

operation programme was this*-
of

1. Surrender all titles and honorary officesend resignetio

* Young India page,
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tmm nominated seats in local bodies. V
2. Refusal to attend Government levies, Durbars, etc.

3. Gradual withdrawal of children from schools end collets,
ovned rided or controlled by the government

BxtirfciiBkeazBi establishment of ^+i mi5 i *UiASfluenx 01 national schools and colleges
in tneir place.

kik Gradual boycott of British courts by lfwvero -n-

•

j c j b c na i-ibigantf

rnd establishment of orivate arbitr- 1 i n-n » *oo cxuiorrxion Cuurts for the
settlement of private disputes.

5. Refusal on the oart of military, clerical and labouring
clarees to offer themselves as recruits for service in
ue souot ami a

.

6. withdrawal of Candidates from Oouncills ,-nd refusrl to
vote for any crndidate.

7. Eoycott of all foreign goods.

Several people joined this -roup. Lots more joined wren
Crhendi toured the country -orefchino- fht«' onis programme. One
of the first to act v;as 3ir Rabindranath Tappore, who needs
no introduction to any Western reader. T-

Te is i no-t *i
- >

he has the good of India at heart hrd ripv^r on * ,u "tvex uO iri exerted
nimse i m odlitics. V.'ith the xxasitisx adoption of the non-
co-oper:tion programme, the poet cbdieated the title of

Xnighthood through a gracious letter to th« Him***.oi»c vxocxuy, several
of the students left their schools rnd colleges, when they
joined the non-co-operr tion platform. Several colleges and
schools were started to take the nbn (1 o-f «L

"
UJ

- Uiie government
controlled institutions. A Actional Uuelim University
rre started. Severrl of the old oolle -os rithdrer, r,^ .
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affiliation to the Government University end stood on tieir
ov-n feet for their finances anr* m^^itOk'1 iUr -IC,efa one. curriculum.

The next Congress. met in 19£1 in Hagour, in rhich
the moderate party predominated. It w s in svn ath , --h

the aims but not the as* merns advocated by the Calcutta |
Congress. It changed its creed into "The attainment of ^elf-
government by the people of Indir by peaceful and Ie>it"' at

means." The congress laid stress on "on-violence as an

esrential prrt of non-co-operation . It further balled upon
Eincus to rid Hinduism of the reproach of "Untouchrbility

"

and called u'oon the toriest ft tn pyorf j-v „ ._,j.xcso^ 10 ej.ero themselves m the

elevation of the suppressed classes.

Let me quote from "Young India", the ler ding carter

of the extreme nationalists, (edited by Gandhi) , the results

that tney have so fcr obtained so frr in 1932, • after two

years of non-co-oper; t ion in action. "As a result of the

decision of the Congress, hundreds of laryers through out

.

tne country suspended their practice in the law courts and

began to devote themselves to the service of the country.

-anchayats (arbitration by five oeonle) be-vm tn ft* ^^^j j
•

U
;-

JJ,C
/ ue^an to je or r nised,

/•end litigants began to avoid law courts. There was a -reat

fall in the revenue from stamps through out the country on

account of the fall in the number of suits in-ti^t^ &
the law courts. In regard to the educational oro-;ramme " -

'

national universities, national colleges, and national schools
of r 11 --rades were strrted in d

National colleges of Caloi

T *T t± t-\ 4
- uarts of the country

Pafcna, uslim University of

-lir.frh, Gujurat, Bencres, and Bengal were a few so start
In the matter of organisation of the 3»W*«i i . 'ii
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achieved in -oopulrrising spinning wheels and the" use of

Khaddar (home spun cloth) has "been marvellous. A hm&aJLkk

'gainst drink was. started "because of the excise revenue."*

The picture is glowing hut let us. -remember that it is

party Picture and nece ssari ly- cdlour eel from one atan'rt ^nint

The Montagu - Ohelmrford reforv.sv ht the same

time the government is reforming its policy. Of late the

British government has been trying a lot of Jewish trlent

in the management of her eastern empires, like ftontagu

Reading and Samuels. The. oriental background of a Hebraic

mind might understand India better then a one hundred oer

cent Anglo' Saxon mind. A group of daring political think-

ers under the leadership of L'r. Lionel Curtis, who were

trying to make the British empire stronger, by a partner

ship suggested a plan of Dyrrchy for India. Their suggest

ions formed the basis of the Hotagu Chelmsford report of

1918, which has now been in focce since 1919. It is a-

series of steps by which India can ultimately become self-

governing, and still be one of the members of the British

confederacy. According to the report the power was to be

decentralised, and each province will have its own elected

legislative assembly. The central government was to diviue

its present functions into two groups, central subjects and

provincial subjects. Among tie central subjects were, Centr

Police organisation, Foreign affairs, Relations with native

states, Railways, navigation, Telegraphs, Telephones Cost-om

* Young India page.





Cotton excises, Income tax and Salt tax, Civil and Criminal

law, Banking end insurance, Emigration and immigration etc.

Thee provincial subjects were in their turn divided into two

roups, Reserved subjects end Trsnsfered subjects. The

Reserved subjects ere dealt with by the Governor and his

executive councill, completely under the English control,

controlling- Land revenue, Famine relief, Irrigation, .Civil

rnc" Crimine.l courts, Police and Prisons. The transferred

subjects were to be under the governoralso, but advised by

elected Indian repre sent et ives . Theee consist of , Local

self government in municipalities end District (County y boards

,

Lledical administration, Public health, Sanitation, Asylums,

"•"ublic education, and public works, Co operative societies

and reuletion of liquor traffic.

"Unhappily the reforms have not worked as intended.

They were well conceived, but in steering his proposal through

the Parliement' Lr . hontegu had to make grave concessions.

Then it was left to the government of India to frame regu-

lations for their working. The officials proceeded to lay

down regulations which whittled away much of the power

granted to the Indians. Geadually the Indian moderates who

served as ministers for the provincial councils came to

realise that the governor had the Kernel while they had the

shell. Hence those who were for "working the councils for

all they are worth" ere losing ground, while the Swarajist s

who wished to follow a policy of obstructionuntil such

vital matters as law and finance are handed to the Indian

control, are everyday stronger"*

*E . ^. Ross. Jenturvmer^azine Dec. 19i35.oaa*e 143.
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The visit of the Prince of Tries to India . Indie hag

a revernce for Kings. In olden days they were revered as if

they were divine, "very Indian child is taught to revere

father
,
mother, teacher, king and God, the revernce increas-

ing in the ascending order. The English early realised this

factorand of late Royalties have visited India in order to

personally inspire loyalty in their Indian subjects. A-

visit of the Prince of Tales to India was arranged in 1921-1923.

A tine old custom again is to show in the presence of the

royalty whatever their grievances are and which could not

"be remedied any other way. Gandhi took this visit of His

Royal Highness to demonstrate the discontent of the

people by not being in the crowds to receive him. On 17th

of Nov. 1921 .H. R.E. the prince, of Wales landed in Bombay

and were received by the officials
,
Europeans , Eurasians

and sfome of the moderates. The usual crowds which line the

streets were not there, hort of the shops were closed and

there were very few public conveyances for hire. Bombay

broke out in riots and it took both the persuasion of

llahatma Gandhi and the British military force to disband the

crowds. The rest of the tour of the Prince went on as

ccheduled but the prince himself felt that there was not the

usual enthusiastic reception. The Bombay riots at this time

proved to Gandhi that the masses had not. fully absorbed his

teachings of non-violence, though fully aware of some of

the aspects of his non-co operative programme. A letter

from a friend of mine written during the Prince's tour

through the country gave me to understand that in some parts

of India official compulsion and even small bribery was
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resorted to, to persuade a few people to come end stand on

the streets while the royal car passed. Eefore the Prince

lanced so .:e of the lerders. Pandit hot i lei ITehru, .R . Pes,

La la la j pat Rai, hr. 8. S. Stokes ( the last named is an hnglish,

missionary but an active advocate of the views of the extreme

party), were rrrested rnd jailed, aa a. precautionary measure

to prevent their inciting public opinion, against the Prince.

In the course of this repression several non-co-operators

were arrested and nut in jail. The extremist papers estimate

that as hif-'h as 25,000 men and women i-ent to ja.il during

the period of regression, v .

1'ivil Pisohedience r r.c -hauri Chaura . On Feb. 4, 1922,

occurred riots at Chauri Chaura which was in direct violation

of the terchings of 3-endhi. He had been preaching and

teaching eivil disobedience, non-payment of taxes, "out with

out the least resort to x±±s violence rnd if r.ecesstry to ^o

to jail. The mob in India is just as inflammable as in

Russia or in America and once it became a mob it set fire

to the police station, hilled several policemen and threw

them into the burning police st;tion. The situation showed to

' Tench i that the masses were not ready for disobedience, and

writing on inis topic in "Younj India" on Feb. 13, 1922, he

says, "3-od has been abundantly kind to me. He has warned me-:

the third time that there is not as yet in India that truthful,

and non-violent atmosphere which, and which alone, can

justify mass disobedience, and which can be at 'all described

as civil which means gentle, truthful, humble, knowing, wilful

'yet loving, never criminal and hateful. He warned me in 1919
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when' Rowlatt Act and agio at ion started. AhmedaTaad,

Viramgam rnd ICedda erred; Amritsrr rnd Kasur erred. I

humbled giyself before ^-od and man and stopped not merely

mawss1 civil disobedience but even my own which I know was

intended to be civil and non-violent

.

The next time it was through the events of "^ombay

that God gave a. terrific warning. He made me an eye witness

of the deeds of the Bombay mob on the 17th. of l.ov. The

-.100 acted in the interest of iion—co-operation. The liumilction

was greater than in 1319. Eut the bitterest humilation was

stillto come. But 5od spoke to me clearly through Jhauri

whaura . The trajecy Ox jliauri Ohaura is really the index

finder. It shows the way India mry easily go if drastic

oresent ; t ions be not taken. If we were not to evolve violence

out of non-violence it is quite clerr we must hastily

retrace our steps and re-establish exx an ctmosphere of

peace rnd not think of starting mass civil disobedience

until we are sure of perce "being1 retained in spite of mass

civil disobedience .. ..we dare not enter the kingdom of

liberty with mere lip homrye to truth and non-violence."

Gandhi went into a personal "urification by fr sting and prayer

and advised the country to do so. Shortly before this he had

written a letter to the Viceroy (Lord Reeding) that the

cistrict of Zrrdoli was preparing for civil disooedience

and that all carrangement s were made, for suoh a move and

asked the government to be on the lookout. This was desig ned

a.fl en exoer iment to see whe t the government would do. - Tne

mob violence of chruri Ohaura, crused Oandhi to all off the
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ErrcToli experiment . To one who follows these movements

step by step it appears just like a "battle v/ith V ndhi as its

General on the one side, the government of India with the •

Viceroy es the lerder on the other side. In the usual

battlefield, the more, the blood is shed, the .more the men

lost she on one side the more they were considered victorious

and breve and marched ahead. But in this non-violent battle

every show of blood is a weakness, a,nd the leader voluntarily

retraces his steps. The world, thct he s for the last 10,000

years and more been brought wo to march on top of the men

they had just killed is finding it hard to completely

unlearn their tactics, and learn new ones.

The Arrest of Gandhi . On March 10, 1922. Gandhi

ras arrested for writing seditious articles in "The-S Young

India" with particular reference to three articles, "Tampering

1 ith Loyalty" (sept. 29, 1921). "The Puzzle and-its
o

Solution" (Dec. 18, 1921) end "The Shaking the Mane's"

(Feb. 23, 1922). Along with him LIr. Banker the editor and

proprietor of the cress wag arrested on the same charge.

Eoth of them slent that night in Sabrrmati jail. The case

was tried before hr. C. II. Eroomsfield, the district judge.

The charges having been rerd out the judge called upon the

accused to dead the charges, either to plead guilty or

claim trial. Gandhi replied, "I plead guilty to all the

charges. I observe that the kingfs name ha.s been omitted

from the charge and it has been proper!., omitted" As

usual in such cases the court asked him if ^andhi would

like to make a Statement and the Hahatma had his statement
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.

all written out, which he read first and then left it on

deposit. The following is a quotation from that statement

as printed- by "Young India ",11a rch 23.1923|

" I owe it perhaps to the Indian public end to the

public in England that I should explain why from a strunoh

loyalist and co operator, I have become an uncompromising

disaffectionist and non-co operator.... Jiy public life began

in 1893 in South Africa in troubled weather., my first contact

with. British authority in that country. I discovered I had

no rights as a man, because I was an Indian. (Then he recalls

his movements in South Africa
,
mentioning his srvices in

the Boer wax and the Zulu warfor which he was awarded the

ICaiser-I-Hind gold medal. And in India he recalls his raising

troops up to 1913 . )But "The first schock came in the shape i

of Rowlatt Acts a law designed to rob people of all freedom.

I felt called upon to lead an intensive agitation against

it. Then followed the Punjab Horrors begining with the mas

sacre at Ja.llianvalla. Ba.gh and culminating in the crawling

orders, public floggings, and other indescribable humiliat ions.

I discovered that the plighted word of the Prime Minister

to the Mussulmans of India regarding the integrity of Turkey

and the Holy places of Islam was not likely to be fullf illed/

But in spite of the forebodings and the grave warn ings of

friends at the Amritzar congress in 1919
, { fought for '

co operation and the working of the Uonte.gu Chelmsford Reforms

hoping that the prime minister would redeem his promise...

But all that hope was shattered.... I saw that the reforms

vere only a method of further draining India of her wealth

and of prolonging her servitutude. I came reluctantly to
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the conclusion that the British connection has made India

more helpless than she ever was politically and economically . .-.v

She Las become so poor that she has little power of resisting

famines.... The cottage industry (weaving) has been ruined oy

incredibly heartless and inhuman processes as des cribed

by relish witnesses Ko sophistry, no jugglery in figures

can explain away the evidencethat the skeletons in many vil

lages present to the naked eye... The law in this country-

has been used to serve the foreign exploiter... I have no

personal grudge against any single administrator; much less

have I a disaffection towards the king's person But

hold it to be a virtue to be disaffected towards a governmn

-mentwhich has in its totality done more harm than any pre

vious system... In fact, I believe that I have renderred a

service to Indie end England by showing non-co operetiones

the way out of the unnatural state in which we are both

living.... The only course open to, the judge, is either

to resign your part... or to inflict on me the severest

penalty 11* • •

The :..ahatma was imprisoned for a term of six years

and he himself considered it a light sentence, and told

them that thfy could not have shown greater courtesy durin ;g

the trial. He was put in Sebramathi gaol. But he was released

within a year because his heal h was so poor that the doctors

rdvocated a release. It would have been e. great calamity

to the government if by any chance he had died in prison.

While he was in Jail the leading men among his followers did

not ouite agree a? to the non- co operation programme,

so much so that the officials thought it will die out.

Young India Larch. 23. 1923
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Salt Tex. The non co operat ionist s to a. certain e

extent have consented to be reconciled to the nominal

Dyarchy under the Hontagu-Chclv^f ord Act. "If India were

fsee, what would be the first enactments of the new

government? To this question almost nine out of ten

Indians v/ould reply, Reduce the army, repe- 1 the salt tax

and levy a protective tariff on cotton £;oo'ds. This

answer indicates that the financial and economic condition s

of India are reflected in her political aspirations* The

salt tax , an inheritance from the Moghul rule has always

been exceedingly unpopular. It is a burden upon the lowliest

inhabitants of India; and the refusal of the British to

ive up this source of revenue has always been a cause of

irritation. The doubling of the salt tax in ...arch 1923

by the government of India's power of certification against

the will of the legislative assembly—the second resort to

this autocratic device since 1919—almost imperilled the

success of the Montagu Chelmsford reforms... The use of this

extremely unpopular tax, rhen other sources of revenue

mir:ht have been explored is an example of those stupid

blunders which seem to imperil the existence of the British

power "*

Another thing; worthy of note is of la.te one wing

of the non-co operat ionist s have stood for elections and

have been elected by their parties. The moderates are

still in the majority in the councills. This new move on

the part of the extremists does not necessarily signify that

II. D.Harris "Europe and t'he East" page 276.
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tney nave c he nge ci tneir wnole front. They have cnangcd their

•nethod. Their programme on the whole is for the good of

India end instead of working from outside now they a.re

v orking- from inside out. Tnis wing of the extremist swar e jist

party is under the leadership of Mr. C.R. Das(of Jalcutta)

who at one time used to he Q-rndlii's right hand man in the

Eehge,l area. The Rowlatt Acts were the immediate cause

of the launching of the non-co operation programme. One of

the first acts of the Viceroyalty of Lord Reading was to

strike them off the "books.

The swcrajist oerty has secured several advantages

fax which they started to get under the tut&le.ge of the

~ 8lir-tma »The Indian Civil service up to 1924 was almost

exclusively manned by Englishmen, with a very negligible

minority of Indians who had wealth enough to go to England

and compete for the civil service examinations in spite of

the severe handicaps placed on them, . Since then the govern

nent has compromised to let Indians hold fifty percent

of the Civil service offices by the next fifteen years, and

to allow the same oer cent age in the poltrfe service within

the next twenty five years. There are now three thousand

high salaried British executives. After the twenty five years

are over
,
according to the recent en; ctments there will be

only thirteen hundred of them. The army, the bulwark pf

the British in India is also undergoing transformation. T he

army was entirely officiered by the British, graduates Of

military academies like Sandhurst end Woolwich, to which,

Indians were never admitted. But now India has a royrl
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being completely off iciered by Indians , or at least would

be in the course of a few years. A new type of Lilitai is

under creation corresponding somewhat to the R? 0. T. C. in

the United states of America., host of these Army reforms

are due to the initiative of Oenera.l Rawlinson, the present

commander in chief of the army in India.

Let us also notethe reduction in the Afjay budget,

hie non- co operators wii will claim that this reform is

cue to their kicking and the Er'itish rill claim that it is

wholly and solely due to their innate sense d>f Justice. It

may have been due to either or both, whatever may be the

real cause of it, Indie benefits by it. The expenditure of

the army which used to be more than fifty four percent of

the total revenue, and which has been the point where

extremists and moderates have pointed their finger at, has

been reduced, in the budget of 1924—1935 by Lord Inchcapes s

retrenchment committee. The reduction has been mainly in

the inf entry. Vfnile the reduction is not very large, yet

it is a step in the right direction. If the world ever learn

to scrap her armaments and her armies and become civilised
,

then India , even if she were under the British regime* could

do away with the white elephant which consumes more than

half of her revenue

.

A new reforms Snquiry committee was set in m tion in 1924

consisting of three British and six Indian memberswho

were to study, and report their f indings as tb how good the

hontagu-Chelmsford Act has progressed a.nd what more could
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be done. The committee was not unanimous in its report,

they submitted two reports. The majority consisting of

three British and two Indians reported favourably on the

Montagu- Chelmsford Acts, suggesting minor amendments. The

minority report was quite radical which suggested changes

that, will give India full Independence in the course of

a few years, but as a member of the British confederacy.

Theirs was a. reflection of the Commonwealth of India Eill

as drafted by Mrs. Annie Besant which is rreatly admired by

both the Extremists and the moderates.

The type of education that India is getting is also

being greatly changed. The older ty^es was not quite satiiying.

to the needs of the country. Experiments at new types of

schools like that of Dr. Rabindranath Tagor'es school at

Bholpur are being watched to see if they would satisfy. T. he

hue and cry of the non-co Operators for national edueat &on

have not been heard in vain. India is trying to draw sources

of inspiration for her new culture from the Orient instead

of from the "est. A number of new schools and colleges and

universities have been started through private enterprise.

India needs protection fxax for her industries.

As traced in the chapter on economic situation in India , !

she needs a orotective wall in tariff and not free trade.

V.l.ile India, according to the pre rent regime is on her way

to f i seal* autonomy yet she is not free in her councils to

legislate and build up a a protective tariff
,
especcia.lly

if it conflicts with Lancashire interests in cotton manu-

facturing. Even on this question the policy of England

has greatly changed and is not as rigorous as in the old
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days. A Royal commission studying the Indian Fiscal condi-

tions reported to the Parliament on July i922, which

places Indian interests in better Itgiit than India had ever

before under Western rule. India sees in this attitude her

ray clear to a protective tariff if not immediately yet in

the near future

.

Swadeshi literally means one's own country. Quite

a. large number of article have been. written by Gandhi on this

subject of buying goods of local manufacture. It is a

neighbourhood campaign on a national scale. A description

of what is going on now in India would be "incomplete without

the spinning viieel and the ICaddar. The movement itself is

not new but has made quite a progress under the tutelage of

::ahatma Gandhi. Back in 19(118 if not earlier the swadeshi

movement started, boycotting all foreign apparel . It ras

easier for one to buy and rear "local clothing thru be ansvT

answering a. number of queries. Later came into style the

Ahmedabad mill woven clothes, some of which was made in

Ahmedabad , but most of which was imported but stamped in

India to reconcile the buying public.

Mahatma Gandhi has gone a step further back than the

old swadeshi monemnet aimed at. He wants cotton spun at home

and weFved locally into Khaddar. Quite often have I been

asked asked by western audiences 'Is not C-andhi rathe back

ward in his ideas trying to revive the spinning wheel " Y«s

but spinning and weaving is better than loafing which most

of the people do now in between agricultural ppursuits, is

it not? It is an active step as Jandhi sees it not merely
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1 <?>©. re time , for discouraging r

raw cotton export end finished cotton import but also pro-

vides for a change of feeling. It mokes a set of people

depend upon themselves.- It is a shame to be the second lages*

cotton growing country in the world and buying most ox her

rearing goods from foreign looms. Foreign cloth is one of

the largest voluntary drain on India, so far. India bxrys

:ore than two hundred million dollars rotth of Foreign cloth

every year. Replying to those who often Question him if he.

"-nts to replace machinery by going back to primitive time s

his reply was, "Uiet I rent to do at the present moment is

to supplement the production of yarn and cloth through our

nills save the millions we now send out of India, and dis -

tributethem among our cottages. This. I cannot do unless and

until the nation is prepared to devote its leisure hours to

hand spinning. To that end re must adopt the methods I haee

ventured to suggest for popularising spinning as a duty ra *er

than a s a means of lively hood 11

Gandhi suggests spinning as a part of the curricula*

in schools so that the' students could be made self supporting

and the institution run with out a grant-in-aid from the go

government. During a famine he. wrote an article suggesting

the use of the spinning wheel. The spinning wheel he theoreti-

cally proves will be a, blessing if universally adopted and

the imoort of the foreign cloth will be a myth, aenchi's

teachings in this direction has not been in vain, me

Lancashire Cotton mills are suffering from creeping paralysis

n~e of the causes for it being the swe.deshi movement.
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The nation may yet come to a day when she will only, export

her surplus cotton.

Passive, resistance in India , under Uafcatma Gandhi
,

Darading under various names has so far achieved a, few things^*

it went after. Some of the things are yet on the way. W hile

it has not got all th; t it wanted, it has by no paeans a fall

ure. The use of passive resistance on such r large scale

shows that it is practicable though hard. Time and persis -

ttance will show more results.





Chapter VII.

Prssive Resistance group and theii effects on other

rtional social, issues like caste, prohibition, dru c:s,

nd the Christian missions.

Dr-. John Haynes Holnes of the Community church in

^ L-io or the first Sunday after
"ew York, preaching iro:u nis puj-yxu

Gandhi's arrest said, "It is a deplorable mistake to look at

aandhi exclusively, or even primarily from this standpoint

/ -i
•*« -i«~^p-rO He is more than a leader of a

(as e political leaaer; . ne is UUAC

.Movement for Rational independence—his task is nobler even

than that of championing the political emancipation of a

-i + n hi o heart as is the deliverance of
::reat people. Dear to nis aeoau

India from English rule, immediate as is his concern wit

this great cause at the present moment, it must still he

reckoned as a mere incident in his career, a. passing episode

in a life devoted to hi-her and further issues. If the

movement for independence had never appeared, Gandhi would

if this mevement ended to-morrow, in defeat or in victory,

Gtendhi's real work would still go on to its appointed end...

,

"

m . +Vp n?qe of lendhi, as always in the
What we have here in the case 01 ^"u'u >

case of the non-resistant, is. a religious leader, a man

not of local, or national, hut of universal significance.

-i o-i ~ + +ii ^+ (i? nrthi "lives and
It is in the realm of the spirit that ^noin

moves and has hein^." It is not primarily with kin-s and

primiers hut with God and the Soul of han that he does

business, above and beyond the political liberation of his
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own or any other neople, he seeks spiritual redemption of

ankind* If we would classify him with any of the supreme

figures of human history,, it must be with such augulst

religious pronhets as Oonfucious, and Lao-tse, Buddha,

Zoroaster and Hahommeo
,

and, most truly of all the ITa.zarene !

Out of Asia, at lbn" intervals of time, have arisen these

inspired witnesses of 'J-od. One by one they have appeared

to teach men by precept and example the law of life, and

therewith to save the race. Today, in this our time there

comes another of this s- crec line, the l.ahatma of India. In

all reverence, and with due regard for Historic fct, I

match this man with Jesus Christ 1... It is the testimony

of a competent and unbiased observer that Gandhi's personal

following is greater in numbers, and more devoted and

disciplined in spirit than any man history has ever known." *

Unity

.

India is united today as it never has been

before mainly due to Gandhi's effort in the political field

and his incessant writings on the subject. India has never

been homogenous. It has main lines of division according

to creeds and religious faiths, Hindus, Moslems, Zoroa strians,

and Christians. There are divisions of cleavage" inside these

"roups. The Hindus have four main castes, in turn again

subdivided into myriads of subcastes, with functions and

duties of each caste definitely out lined and each caste

kept in its own place by restrictions from the caste and

* The v
.

rorld Significance of Mahatma Gandhi, by Holmes

page 8.f.
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from the crstes above it. The Moslems ere divided, into

Shiahs and 8iin£ls each disliking the other rs much z s

Roman Catholics and Protestants do in the '.Vest. The Christians

infinitely small in number (only 5 millions), are divided

into Roman Catholics and Protestants, each of these groups

rre subdivided into a number of sub groups, differing in their

polity, and fighting on Indian .round the thought and creedal

controversies of the est. Yielding such a mass is a gigantic

task. Though Jesus Jhrist taught just one gospel a yet His

followers are not welded together in one common mass. In

the Test they differ not merely in their interpretation but

forget altogether the teachings of their master when it comes

to races. The lines of cleavage stand strong and well

contrcsted. A lerst infringement of priveleges may end in

c few cases does, result in lynching.

The task of Candhi in welding the discordant element

Was great. Let us take first his welding of Hindus together.

Before me there ere at least twenty different articles which

Sendhi wrote on Caste, "Jnt ouchability , and depressed classes.

The depressed classes need elevating* Christian missionaries

when they first came to India chose to work among these classes

because they needed enlightenment. It may also have been

the least line of resistance. Any way Christianity always

started from the lowest rungs of social ranks when it strrted

its -progress. The Christians from low c? stes while they felt

themselves elevated- and enlightened by their becoming

Christians, did not really affect the low caste problem.

Eecause they have not become numerically strong enough to

make their voice felt, ^s long as they still are few and far
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between, the Hindus still give kirn the same position which

they had before they became Christian, '".lien one talces a

a low caste convert to the house of a high caste friend,

the first question usually a sice d would be what his caste

was, and the Christian would say that he is a Christian, a

and the next question would be what his caste was before he

became a Christian

The Panchamas, the Sudras, the Pariahs, the untouch -

ables and the depres ed classes are e 11 different terms used

to denote the same thing. They have been isolated into

separate roups(just lilce there are ..'e.;ro and Jewish::s££fc

sections in American towns. They are confined to the lowe st

jobs availablesuch as tanning leather, scavenging and the

like. In certain towns they are not allowed to wa.llc on the

same streets. The low caste man has to give the right of

awy to the higher caste manwhen they happen to use the same

street s( Lilce t ey do in the South when a l^egro meets a white

man on the side wallc) In Indianrailway cars while there are

no specific ' JimOrow' cars, there are some of the high caste

men who would not object to having such a system introduced

Eut now things are changing. Let me quote some of

Gandhi's own writings on the subject. "In my own humble

way I have done and am doing all I can for my Panchamma

brother.... I believe that untouchability is no pa.rt of

I'induism. "* "It is well that the national assembly passed

the resolution st sating that the removal of this blot on

* Young India. Oct. 27. 19C0.





Hinduism was necessary for the attainment of Swaraj . The

Devil succeeds only oy receiving help from xiis fellows.

Has not a just Nemesis overtaken us for the crime of

untouchability? Have v/e not reaped as we have sown? Have

we not practised Dyer ism end O'Dwyerism on our own kith end

hun: ....Indeed there is no charge tlut the pariah ca.n not

fling at us end- which we do not fljLng in the faces Of English

.-611. It is necessary for us i.indus to repent of the wrong '"e

have done, to alter our behe/viour towtds those we have .

1 suppressed ' "by a system as devilish as ee "believe the English

system of the government to "be. ...~,"e must trett them as our

blood "brothers in fact, we must return to them an inheritance

which we heve robbed them. Untouched ility is not sanctioned

by religion." *

One could go on quoting at random and indefenitel y

because he has written much on the subject. It is practise

more than precept that alters the opinion of the people , Gandhi

practices what he preaches. Mr . G. F. ^idrews, probablyase

one of the best appreciated among the English missionaries

in India, says this of Oandhi, "With the ^ahatma Grandhi from

the very first, I felt there has come into the world, not

only a new saintly personality , but also, a new religious

message . I ha.d found this to be true in the South iifricen

struggle itself. There was a sweetness and beauty that wa s

inexpressible, amid the sordid lust for gold and racial

hatred of the Rand, hever can I forget the first evening

which I spent in his religious retreat at Phoenix, llahatme

3-andhi was there , wit a the little children round him, who

* Young India J. n. 19. 1321.
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loved him. One baby girl, an untouchrole nestled in his

arms, and shared her place with a. weak little MaJiommedaa

"boy... The only wealth in the Phoenix Ashram was the

wealth of over flowing love."* A picture like this reminds

one of Christ while he was on earth blessing little children

and saying to the objecting parents" Suffer little children

to come unto me"

One of the privela.ges of the higher caste man in

India, is to take the jobs that keeps him away from dirt, so

as not to soil his fingers and so do not come in contact

with those whom he has condemned to do such work. The

Eritish government, when it condemns a man to ja.il and

imposes hard labour, has been gracious enough to give a

mail a choice of work. VTnenever Gandhi r.was put in jail he

chose the meanest of jobs and never hesitated at his work.

Eis spirit is contagious. Those that have associated with

him have caught it. In his ashram at Sabramathi, a Brahmin

boy, a blue blooded aristocrat of the highest type, does the

scavenging for the house.

The following appeared in Young India on April ^7th.l3£l,

under the heading of "Disappearing untbuchability"2

"

probably from the hand of Liahatma Gandhi. (I am not quite

sure as to the author, because I have only ac lipping but

the style and the contents looks to me like Gandhi's.)

" Of all the sweet experiences during my Gujurat tour none

was sweeter than the sym-.oa.thet ic manner in which the 'Suppressed'

were received by other Hindus, every where the audience has

received my remarks on the matter without resentment. At

Kalol there was to be a meeting of 'Untouchables ' to be

* 0. F. Andrews. Christ and labour -.oa^e 169.
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addressed by me . . . . I was glad to note that many orthodox

ITindus, who accompanied me, freely mixed with the

men end women who had! flocked round me form the Pariah

quarters. But the height of sat isf act ion was reached when

in Shisodra, a big villa ;e near Navsaxi, there were knowingly

admitted to the place reserved for the elite of the village.

As they were admitted, not a man or woman moved or protested..

This deliberate and solemn admission of several hundred men

end v;oaen of the untouchable class to the centre of a great

gathering like the above is to me a sure sign of the pure

religious character of. the (non-co-oneration) movement

<

llr . Vellababhai Patel in order to make assurance doubly sure,

asked those who approved of the step to raise their hands,

and quite a forest of hands went up. The experiment was

repeated in Sszdaxl Bardoli before an assembly just as 1? rge

and with equally satisfactory results. Untouchability is

surely disappearing and with its disappearance the way to

Swaraj is becoming safe and easy."

Under the British government the caste system is not

nominally recognised. If a set of Brahmins tried, to close a

street against low caste people, legally the low. caste can

break through the band, and if it comes to a tussle than

the law courts the decision can be obtained in favour of

the lower castes. But in the Native Stages the higher castes

have practically kept up their age old priveleges.

Travancore is the nearest st.'te to my home town in India.

The L'ahareja of Travancore has been giving his higher castes

all the priveleges, denying even the right of way through

certain streets. Recently the old king died, and the
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occupant of the throne is a sister of the old king. Cne

of the first disputes the t came before her was a. caste

l C J-c' X 1011 CS "CO bxiC S i»I6c t 1l X . - jU.X Ox T/5.V • c ; riQ. "UilG ctlTp3TOc Cil

to temples. The Native states are not vitally effected by

the non-co-operat ionprogramme and they £re just onlookers

from- en orchestra sect. This new Queen had absorbed s

lot of Gandhi' 8 teachings about untouchability , and decided

the case in favour of the low castes. Hot merely th?t.

she legislated thrt there were no more closed streets.

There is nothing that, high caste men can do from which low

caste men will be barred. A number of incidents like this

r* r*y\ m i *+" o 4- r\ r?V\ aw r 4- Vt *~ 4* *f~*i^*a "i -r> -i 4- r\ -P T 4 - n n
-* _ _ ,„ i _oc.ii uc 4UUIjuU uu £3iiU\: out u bi.e &<J.L.LXU Ul i -1C'.X<. xldS UegLUl 00

change, under the tutelage of Cxsndhi.

A still greater question than the 'untouchables' is

tnat of Hindu - oslem Unity . The ^lOslems came to India

ebout 1000 A*D. 8.nd have been in our midst for nearly nine

centuries. It is true that the bulk of ^oslems are i-ryens

wno nave been converted to *~&rxomm@ dda ni sm. Under tne i.oghul

.mperors they got better privel; ;cs end have always tried to

keep it up. They on the whole get better scholarships from

the British government . In the High School I went to every

hosier.] student had half of his tuition paid for him by

the government . 2iarly in their rule the hognu 1 kings aimed

a Kindu-ilosleni Unity, anc the emperors married Hindu"

i-rincesses so as to conciliate their Hindu subjects. Aklpar

the greatest of the hoghul Emperors was half Loslen and

half Hindu. The union they tried to promote did not happen

in the way they tried to foster. Every now and then there

will be riots because one party steps on the other's toes
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Killing cqws is an abomination to the Hindus, and music

nerr their "'osque at prayer time irritates tlie Moslems to

a. fever ne-^t • Botn uhese rre irequent xy employed r. no.

riots ensue. There are perhaps more riots of this type

under the Eritish Government than ever "before, because of a

great many causes, the chief among them being that the

C-overnmeht is non artisan. Very often, but not with much

"rounds, it is said that the netty officials of the srovern-

foster these (rirrrels, indirectly if not directly,

in order to have grounds to say that but for them India

would be a chaos.

A loose political union now exists as a result of

co:..:.;on fighting under the non-violent, non-co-operation flag.

Gandhi defines Hindu-. .oslem Unity as having a common purpose

c common goal, :nd common sorrows. The religions to which

the partisans belong must be kept separate and the fullest

possible toleration allowed. If one party can help the other

it should do so. Inter-dining and inter marriage which are

the big bars often pointed out by the- missionaries as the

real cause of the want of unity, Gandhi disclaims as no bar.

A brother and sister may live all their lives together

but must not intermarry. Loreover he says interdining and

intermarriage is no real test of unity. Look st all iurope

they claim to be of one blood. They interdine and inter-

marry whenever they are not actually fighting each other,

but always start ' fighting among themselves with the least

and silliest of provocations. That is no guarantee that

they will never quarrel. The two groups should be mutually
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accommodating. "The unity we desire", says [Jandhi, ".'.'ill

last only if we cultivate yielding and a charitable dispo-

sition towards one another. The cow is as dear as life to

a. Hindu* and the Mussulman should therefore voluntarily

accommodate a ?'indu "brother. silence at als prayer is a

precious thing for a Hussulrnan. Every Hindu should

voluntarily respect his Uussulman brother's sentiment." *

As a matter of fact the Moslems have ..iore to get

when they join with the Hindus. The Hindus are fighting

for Swaraj . The Moslems while their immediate attention wf

s

centred round the Caliphate question, are also equally

interested in the name Swaraj. Under the influence of Sandal

on the one side representing Hindus, and the Ali brothers

(Mahomed ?nd Shaukat) on the other side represent in- the

Moslem element have formed the Hindu Moslem Unity. Gandhi

was invited to preside over purely Moslem conferences. This

vice an unheard to thin- before. Cn behalf of the hoclems

Gandhi wrote a letter to the Viceroy on the Caliphate

question. For all practical purposes such a union is strong

enough if it were hept up. Let us hope that this union will

endure and grow stronger.

Apart from these major elements there are several

minor elements which have also to be welded together if India

is to form a whole. The prssive resistance i;roup for politic

purposes has attained in bringing about a. loose union. The

problem varies in different parts of the land. In certain

carte it is a question of union between the Brahmins and the

Kon-Brahmins . On :

Tovember 17. 1920 Gandhi wrote an article"

* "Young India" May 11, 1921.
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in "Young Indie disclaiming the minor trivialities rhich

form the root of these quarrels calling for toleration

end co-operation if they warifc to see a non-co-operat ion

programme work its hevoc on a common foe. Another of his

articles was addressed "To the Parsis," on March 23, 1921.

The Par sis are the moneyed class in and around Bombay.

They are Zoroastrians by religion, rhich they brought along

with them when they migrated into India from Persia. The

Tatr firm (A Farsi concern)- corresponds in India to what

the Carnegie foundries did to steel industry in America .

In this let,er he points to their generosity in some case,

shows their fault in other cases, end e sks for a close co-

ooeretion in -outting the non-co-operation programme across.

Another article was written to the moderates who like the

Laodiceans are lukewarm, neither here nor there. The

letter is practically of the same tone pointing their feults

where they have made a mistake, pre i sing them where they

have done good asking their co-operation on questions like

education on which both parties agree, so that they could

also contribute the strength of their soulc" force in forcing

the issue out of a foreign government.

Grandhi advocates the use of a national flag for the

purpose of binding the various elements of India together.

A Hr. Venkayya , a orofessor at the Llesulipatam national

College has had this idea as a pet hobby for several years

and proposed it at all possible congresses. Another

suggestion was made by Lai hahsraj . rendhi has combined

the iceas of these two men together and evolved a flag which

ought to be made of ICeddar, with a spinning 'wheel in the
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centre tainted in red. (The Hindu Jolour) with a beck— -round

of various colours, ';-reen for Moslems.. Another of the sorest

needs of India is a common vernacular. English is at present

j&nohi s own medium o± com.'.Linicet ion to one reso 01 India

which does not understand Gujurethi , which happens to be

3-andhi ' 8 mother tongue. Some time bade Lrs. Annie Be sent

came to attend one 01 the Actional congresses, which just

before she arrived had voted to conduct all their proceed-

ings in Hindustani . She was rather disappointed end expressed

hex disappointment by spying thct she was disappointed thct

it was going to be a local conference whereas she had been

notified that thet was to be an ell Indie, conference. Since

|¥u€ meeting of that Jongress Gandhi has been advocating the

use of Hindustani es a lingua Fronca, to be used a.s a

medium of instruction, commeroe and politics. This however '

,

is not as easily evolved as the national flag. Some of the

national schools and universities are using vernaculars as

a sole medium of instruction, particularly the 'omens 1

University .of Poona and the Osmania University of Hyderabad.

..oet of the north Indian languages have contributed some-

thing to the growth of Hindustani end it is easier for them

to take it up than for the people of South India. SandM

devotes one whole article addressed to i-adrasees asking

them to devote at least one hour every day to the study

of Hindustani.

It ink ; nd c'.ru:s . alcoholic drink a f re by no ...cans

new to India. But the native drinks like Palmyra Juice ere

of low alcoholic content . And it took a lot to j;et drunk.

The l.ahommeddans are forbidden by their religion to drink.
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The 1 Ojliul 1'raperors started find excise system to make money

out of &KK the drinks is well as to prohibit it. They

taxed drinks hetvily. The British have continued the seme

t axe t ion. There is a. whole department of the Government called

Salt end Ab&ari. With, the coming of '"esterner s
,
drinking

has increased quite a good deal, pertly by precept rnd partly

by introduction of foreign liquors. T.Tiiskey end other c rinks

ere bed enough on the constitution y/hen one is a meet eater,

and lives in a cold climrte. In Indie, in a. warm climate*;

on "eople who have been vegetatians for centuries drinking

has had a much worse effect. A good many of the drunkards

in India drink before dinner on an empty stomach so as to

get more of a kick. T— is makes it iore of an evil. TJheh

one country absorbs the vices of another, it always

exaggerates it. Such has been the case with India.

vjra,ncuii St i r^ec iiis c.t/tjaCxC on cirin^ 1 or onrce ciiierent

ret sons. One is xxxzxixx humanitarian, sociological,

because intemperanee is a moral liability. Secondly because

the government is deriving a lot ox income from tnis naoiu

and a boycott of drink will be crippling one of the lucrative-

revenues. It will also in this connection drop off the import

of foreign liquors, because every bottle of foreign drink

means so much to the foreign brewery. rnd so much to the

transporter and middleman. Thirdly because the non-co-operation

programme according to Gandhi can be only effectively put

.

..iontns and monons 01 work on the part of others* .rixing to

the Persis Jra "Young India ;l he says, nA temperance wave is
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essing over India. The people wont to become voluntarily

cetotaller s . Society is fast developing a public opinion

hat rould consider drinking on unpardonable vice, 'llany

rrsis make 8 living by running liquor shops. Your rhole

earted co-operation can sweep out of existence many of ±xs

hese plague snots in the Bombay Presidency. The loccl

overnments almost all over are making a discreditable

ttempt which bids f i ir to succeed even to the joint of

ti stroying txie whole o~ cne AD&axjL revenue ... .1 Bxic*j.-t> i.ope

hat you as a practical community .of Indie rill actively

lid tlioifoughly rssociate yourselves with the great teuiperance

lovement v/.-iCi. oio.s xc ir to ouosnins t vtxy bauii vt..>cuu

n the world .
"

*

1

:..:onr various other subjects in which they and he can co-

derate which will be for the benefit of India and not

lecessarily anti-British he says, A l ash you to accept my

vicence tnat txie country as a wnoie is sic& 01 xne qxiixk

urse. Those unfortunate men who have become slaves to

hrt habit have to be helped f gainst themselves. Some of

nem even es~c to oe _ie±peo.. 1 lnviue yuu uu uc-\.c cuvcuucgc

>f the wave of feeling that has been a roused against drink .

;r?ffic. The egitction arose spontaneously. Believe me,

;he deprivation of the drink revenue is of the least important

•iin the campaign. .. .India must not be made sober by convulsion

(legislation). Those who drinlc must have facilities rovided

*' "Young India; 1 Ilarch 33, 1931.
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.e refers to drink r s one of the things to be boycotted...

'hough he species of the national wave of teuiperan.ee, yet

very one vno icnows anything eoout I net it
,
recognises tnet

Gandhi was tit the bottom of the starting of that wave,

.verv once in awhile 'Jendhi vrote an ooen letter 'to every

do to improve India., r'ost perts of the letter they may

disegree with but if they were humaniterian at all they

rhould not object to his asking their co-oper;tion in

..lit ifft ing the drink evil.

The Passive Re si stent group he s elreys "been ebove

bocrd in < 11 its i lovement s . Unlike most enti—government

.;Oves where the government had to use e 11 its methods in

finding out the moves of their opponents, the British in

Jtt&ia hed an easy time. Hien they vented to know what tlie

next move was going to be, ell they hed to do was to send

a police inspector to the non-co-operrt ion heed -qurrters

and he would come beck with es much deteils es the non-co-

opErEtaiBE operetOrs the./.selves knew or had planned cheed.

jendhi himself was a.t the disposal of the government whenever

they wanted a personal interview. Lord Reading sensed this

ettitude end policy end frankly edmired them for it. One

of the first acts of Lord Reading's Viceroyelty wes to invite

>endhi to Simla end heve e long interview with him. There

were es usual in the cese of leeders who heve both the seme

interest et heart—the good of Indie—but from a different

engle, - some points of egreement end one of such points was

removal of drink end drug habits. On the whole hi*s campaign
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against drink has "been good in its effects. Hany liquor

dealers have closed their shops from the stand point of a.

reform if not from Swaraj point of view. The masses listen

to his voice as they did to no other man.

Dru?,-s . Indie is one of the largest opium producing

countries in the world. Ker yearly out put is nearly

2,000 tons. The world requires,, according to experts only

14 tons of opium for legitimate medical use. Hot much of

it is used in India as compared with China. Since the

British undertook to introduce civilisation to the celestials

in the shape of opium and since they obtained monopoly on it,

India under the British tutelage has been using some of her

fertile lands for raising opium. The cultivation of opium

yields large economic returns. But is a moral sin. If

the fault is great on the part of -upland in trafficking in

opium, it is almost as great on India 1 s part in cultivating

the weed.

"India, has recently legislated to terminate the

exportation of opium within the next ten years by gradual

decrease. A commission of inquiry, also, has been sent to .

Persia for the purpose of working out a practical program by

whichother crops can be substituted in place of opium, over

and above the medical needy These countries are prepared to

cut down opium at great financial sacrifice to themselves,

ooor as they are.' 1 *

* By J.J. Cornelius, in the Zion's Herald. Dec. 29, 192G

.
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Christianity and Gandhi . Llaliatma Gandhi is not a

Christ ian in the accepted sense of the tern; but he is one

at heart. The life he lives the service he gives, the

ideal he has before him, are christian in practise if not

in theory. Uhen asked why he was not a Christian he is

said to have reolied that it is better to have a christian

idealthan to be a nominal follower of Christas some of the

professing Christians are. According to christian ideals

a, man cannot be a Christian and a Hindu, but according to

the Hindu ideal one could be a: Hindu and ft ill be an

admirer of Christ.

Cne of the main sources of Pa.ssive resistance a.s

5an*dhi introduced it in South Africa and as he is trying it

out in India, he confesses is through the teaching? of

Christ. The Bhagavad Git a has beautify11 passages in it on

the subject and Gandhi read them as a boy, but he acknowledges

that the full meaning- of it never dawned uoon him till he

read the 'Sermon on the mount*. Quite often he points to

Christ as the supreme leader and inspirer of Pssive resist-

ance. Gandhi likes and uses the phra,. e non-co operationas

a -oarali.&.l or synonym of Passive resistance. His own

writings shed a good deal of light as to fountain head of

his idea- of non-co operction. For instance:* "It is

interesting that Christ himself has suggest ed non co opera -

t ion. In the eighteenth chapter of -Matthew we read, "Lore

over if thy brother safe shall trespass against thee, go, an d

tell him his fcult between thee and him alone, if he shall

hear thee, thou hast' gained thy brother. But if he will

not hear thee, then take with thee one or two more that in
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the mouth of two or three witnesses every word may "be so

stated and if he shell neglect to hear them, tell it up to

the church; hut if he neglect to hear the church, let him

he unto thee as an heathen man end a publican 11 "*

Then again in another place Gran&hl writes "To say o

of the Bible that it taboos. i!on-co operation is not to hno w

Jesus, a prince among passive resistors, who uhoompromi sing

ly challenged the might of the iaducees and the Pharisees

and for the she of truth did not hesitate to divide sons

from their parents. 11 ** A reverend (Sill'ispie , a Missionary

at Rejhot wrote a letter to - Gandhi, in which he said that

if Jesus Christ were now on earth in India he would he a

co operator with the government- rather than otherwise. To

this he replied, "I can write of the Bible only with

diffidence.... Jesus mixed with the publicans and sinners

neither as a dependant nor as a patron. Ke mixed with them

to serve and to convert them to a life of truthfulness and

purity. But. he wiped the dust off his feet of those places

which did not listen to him. I hold it to be my cuty not

to countenance a son who disgraces himself by a life of shame

and vice. Enlightened non co operation is the expression of

! n [uish.< d love. Uy esteemed correspondent mixes up dis—

cssociation from evil with disassociation from persons of

service. Would Jesus have accepted gifts from the money

Changers, taking from them scholarships for his friends,

and advance loans to them to ply their nefarious traffic?" ***

* Young India I'ov. 10. 19 CO.
** do Aug. 4. 1920.
*** do Jan. 19, 1921.
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On Aug. 25.19S0 i-ahe.tme Sandhi wrote on ertic&e

entitled "The religious authority for non-co operot ion",

a portion of which reads as follows. "Jesus , in my opinion

wo e o prince emong the ooliticiens. he dio. rencter unto

Oaesor that which was Caesar's. He -eve the devil his

due. He ever shunned him e.nd is reported never once to have

yitlded to the devil's incrntot ions. The politics of his

time consisted in securing welfare of the people by teach-

ing them not to be seduced "by the trinkets of the priests

tnd theraziEsis . phe.-risees. " In on open letter e.ddressed

to all Englishmen in Indio., he tells them that he loves

English men iiidividv.elly but he hotes the system which the y

hove established, o.nd d.rows his outnority for botn xrom tiie

life o£ Ohrist. "Jesus denounced the wickedness of the

Saducees end the Pherisees, but did not hfte them. He did •

not enunciote the law of love for the man end he.te for the
«

evil in him, for himself only but he taught the doctrine

for universe 1 orectise."* •

A peruse 1 of his erticles would convince any one t hat

2e.nd.hi eccords to Christ the highest piece on earth. Very

often has he advocated to crowds that has come to greet

him at railroad stetions end who insistently celled for a

short speech just for the love of hearing his voice , he

adviced them to read the ITew Testement. Kis own lengucge

Oil 11U ulcl tl;

elso portions of the old Testament, he often uses quotetions

from_ Christian hymns, "llust I refuse to acknowledge "he wr ites,

"the looming or the goocness of o man like Bishop Leber for

cellinp; Hindus Heathens? 1 Han alone vile 1 was was said of

» Young India July 13. 1921
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i whole race of aenkind, and is even today sun ~; in many a

Uiil l r lr 11 CiTLlX Gil ^iTlOoiiGx clllOlc Uy Illiil ilci-Cl Ho XIX -LB

•One step enough for me 1 and that within quotation marks.

On another occasion writing to the people of Berdoli as to

how to conduct Passive resistance, a letterfull of acvice

rr to the manner of civil disobedience end asking them to

restrain from violence, he concludes the article with;-

."Lead Icindly light, amid the encircling gloom,

Lead thou me on,

The night is dark, end I cm far from home

Lea,d thou me on"

Aii Indian Christrian student wrote to '.xandhi and

r sited him "Though we ere Christian students, you are our

national leader and we feel that re ought to learn from you

what India stands for and what is her spiritual heritage.

Will you therefore send me your criticism of ",r

e stern Christ-

ianity with constructive suggestions regarding organisation,

worship and ministry." To this landlii replied on Sept. 22, 1921.

"hy enquirer did not know that he was talcing me beyond my

depth.... I propose to satisfy my enquirer- not in the way

he would have me do - "out in the only way I cm....' India's

spiritual heritage is simple living and high thinking. I

consider Western Christianity in its practical working a

negation of Christ's Christianity, I cannot conceive of Jesus,

if he was. living in the flesh in our midst, approving of

modern organise t ions, public worship or modern ministry.

Indian Christians will simply cling to the sermon on the

mount, which was delivered not merely to the peaceful disciples

but to a groaning world. They would not go wrong; and- they
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would find no religion false, if all live according to their

lights, and in the fear of \od
,
they would not need to

worry about or ganisat ions , or forms of v or ship, and ministr y.

The Pharisees had all that, but Jesus rould have none of

it, for they ax weretheir office as a cloak for their

hypocrisy. Jo operation with forces of good and non-co opera-

tion with forces of evil rre two things we need for ood and

pure life, whether, it be celled Hindu, Moslem or Christian"

The Ashram rrhere BaiKjM lives they have re ;alar ho urs

for prayer, for reading the scriptures, and have community

sinking. The type of Hinduism which my forbears belonged to

had none of these. Their prayers were a series of recitctions

of sacred, verses, with offerings of flowers before a. linga

(idol) of Siva. But the type that is used in Gandhi's Asham

seems to be more of a Christian type. In his per sonal .life

he is very Christ like, & fact borne witness to not merely

by Hindus, Moslems, and Christians, but also by the Mission

aries who have come in contact with him. Various stories

float around his personality. When a missionary spoke on

the second coking of Christ on earth, a Hindu from his

audience said that Christ was already here in the person of

3andhi. In another place where a missionary was speaking

of Christ and of His wonderful love , a. men asked, T/as he

like hahatma. Gandhi, was he greater then Lahatma Gandhi ?
11

both of which being answered in the affirmative, he wanted

to Know more about that Christ.

One of the^ best selling books among the non-fiction

in America during the year 192S was "The Christ of the Indian

Road" By e. Stanley Jones. In that, delightful book Rev, Jones
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devotes one whole chapter to the spread of Christianity in

India Through irregular channels, and most of the contents

of that chapter centre around Gandhi. A good deal of Christ-

ian influence ha.s been diffused throughout India by, the

personality and the Fork of this ^eeat man. Quoting a Hin du

of high standing, hr. Jones rrites, "'.That missionaries have

not been able to do in fifty years Gandhi by his life , trial

and incarceration has done ., namely, he has turned the eyes

of India, towards the cross"* Places where missionary work

was difficult and street preachingimpossible are now o-oen

to Christian effort through Cxandhi's preaching and propo-

c anda

•

Uhile hahatina gandhi f s religious views have done m uch

to bring Christianity close to Indian minds, there are some

who do not admire his attitude, the fact that professing

Christians are not really Ghristxian is not enough of a reason

for one to stay away from the Christian fold. It is like

the seed sown on thorny field, caoable of producing much b ut

overwhelmed with other cares. Cue who does really follow

Christ would give himself heart and soul to Christ, and call

himself a Christian. V/hile SandM is convinced that the

message of Christ is worth while following, yet he is not

sure that that is the best and only way.

Another reason why I do not like liahatma Gandhi's

autitude towards Christianity is this. Hinduism is a very

elastic religion. Itencloses in its folds from the crudest

types of animism to the highest tyoes of mysticism. The

crassest ataeism and materialism could be accommodated 1 ith

m Hinduism. IThenever a new religion came to -fche same soil

Christ of the Indian Road, page 7£.
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Hinduism tried its best to absorb it. It usually assimilated

the new comer and thereby destroyed it. It is like the lean

kine of Pharoah, wnich still remained lean after swallowing

the fat kine . Hinduism is still the same after absorbing

all the religions which it possibly could. History shews

that Buddhism came on the soil. In the first centuries Buddh

?;as very powerful. Hinduism adopted from it vegetarianism

its reverence for animal life and a. few other things. It

gradually absorbed most of the Buddhistic teachings and

threw the shell of Bud." hi am out. The land of the birth of

Buddha boasts of less Buddhists than other parts of Asia.

After a long time some of the teachings are forgotten and

Hinduism returns to its old st;te more or less.

ilahavira lived about the same time as Buddha. He

founded Jainism. Ja.inism has travelled the same path a,s

Buddhism* Jainism still exists, but it has been so much

absorbed that Ja.inism and Hinduism rre identified as one

and the same. One hates to see Christianity take that same-

route. Christianity without the backing and personality of

Jhrist would soon deteriorate. The Hindus who absorbGhritt-

ianity .nay- make some changes in Hinduism, But it will be

only a. compromise, and as time and distance goes away from

the wonderful personality of Christ it will become more and

more a part of Hindu mythology. Hence it is worthwhile

taking a rigorous attitude. Kahatma Gandhi has opened up

the field in a wonderful wayand it is up to the Christians

in India and elsewhere to lead her to Christ.
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Chapter VIII.

Passive Resistance the Only Sane Kethod.

The Futility of war. War is one of the means of set-

tling disputes by using armed force. Y/ar is only the means.

The ectual settlement comes afterwards in councils ofi peace,

'..'arfare between two nations and the use of Police force

should never be confounded, tat is waged on the assumption

that might is right, liight by itself has never been right .

Darwin enunciated the theory of survival of the fittest.

Hlghty men and nations have interpreted it to mean that they

ana they alone have a right to live and enjoy everything and

that the weaker man has to go the wall. But nature has not

so ordained it. Every now and then scientists discover the

remains of animals that used to live in ages gone by, end

are now no more. The Icthyosarus wan a large animal forty

feet long. It had scales to protect it from all possible

attacks, and 'was equipped with claws and teeth withxafcaik

which it could attack any living animal. By the stature it

had- and by the size of its bone sit was one of the largest

and mightiest of animals then alive. If might was right

the Icthyesarus would still be living. :;o. It does not

exist any more. The cow and the sheep, the meekest of the

aiee.;£re still living. Jesus was right in saying, "The meek

cl.rli inherit the earth". Uight might for a while triumph,

but not forever.

I7ar at one time used to be a contest of p. r social
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brcvery. It is no longer so. Soch ..ion is just o. unit. He

does not count £ny more then the shell he fires. Life lies

"become cheap under modern conditions of worfare. The

generals ot the head quarters ore reolly that are fighting

the bottle. The rest ere mere puppets rho donee or march-

or fire, os the strings ore worhed from heo.d quarters. i.t

niatons. They have guns now which can throw a shall a ton

for over twenty seven miles. Chemistry ond Bio lory once

studied to help mon is now perverted to destroy mankind

.

Practically all the wars of the twentieth century have used

gases of different types. The gases are becoming deadlier

and deadlier. Future warfare
, predicts a British general

x ill be by dropping dea.dly germs over vast orea.s, destroyig

men women and children. They ore devoloping Electric mean s

of hilling, which will destroy all life life by exploding

the atoms.

•

uJt r
JTar>

t
is ret liation under the srey of passion* WaJC

is often mointaine on inf lomed passion. It is maintained *

ond fostered by a carefully censored press.. Half the e/fcroci-i

ties the Germans were made out to have committed, they nevEr

did.. In the Jerman press floated fabricated stories about

mutilated children, ond other Lcinds of atrocities, which were

current in t-he allied press. ~ost of the atrocities th. t

one read in the newspopers were purely mythical, manufactured

co as to inflame the nation through a distorted "oronogonda.

T

.7ar is wrong because in the final analysis it is des-

tructive of men and money. During the times of ->ea.ce a whole

notion gets inflamed over a single murder. Human life all
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civilised nations consider is the most priceless things on

earth. But during a war the florer of youth are cut down

ruthlessly pnd in such enormous numbers, luring the last

v;ar aore than twenty six million men died. There were

Decides these twenty million men disabled end crippled for

the rest of their lives. Over nine million children were

orphaned, over five million women ricowed, owing to the

death of the head of their families. Over ten million

people were driven homeless and penniless, due to the battlss

"
. einf; fought in the places where their homes once ctood.

Sherwood 3ddy writing on this subject says, "War

destroys material wealth and prosperity. According to

professor Ernest. 1. Boi;art, in his "Direct and Indirect co

costs of was" published by the endowment for International

peace, we must add to the direct cost of wax of 136 billioss

dollars the indirect costs, making a total of 357 billions.

Uo human mind can comprehend these figures, but they becrme

more terribly intelligible when we remind ourselves that if

we had paid £20,000 an hour from the birth of Christ until

the end of 1025x£kra the war would not yet have been paid

for. We burned up £$,000,000 an hour 6r 0215,000,000 a. day

in the world war and destroyed the equivalent of the endowment

university like Columbia every five hours, lifter patient

plodding centuries of slow construction, we have at last m

mastered the art swift and devastating destruction. This is

not the accident but the very essence of war."*

* Eddy and Page; The abolition of war. page 21.
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War lovers moral standards. The number of evils tii at

war "brings in its wake ere numerous. 1$ leaves lasting scars

on one's character. The "brutality used during the war sticks

to the soldier and his generations for eve,r. Dr. iUddy

quoting Mr. Will Irwin, the official war correspondent for

the United States says, "The authorities began to give

frequent leave to encourage these boys, either openly or

te.ci.tly, to find a woman and get thoroughly drunk. ... Scarce ly

a hotel in London, Paris Rome, and I suppose Berlin "out

knowingly opened its doors to shady c_ arrcter

s

1 (hr Irwins

words end here. Uddy goes on to say, ) iTothing in my judge-

ment could work worse than war, for it carries with it all

otl^er evils in its trran—hatred, vengeance, murder, atrocity

falsehood, deceit, sexual passion, the defence of evil, the

searing of conscience, the loss of moral standards, disease

famine, -ooverty, despair, violence , revolution, lawlessness,

crime and death, What evil is wanting the t war does not

multiply and intensify? What good does it accomplish that

could not be better von by peace? 11 *

One could go ona indefenitely writing as to why war

ir- the worst method of settling disputes. It is a revertig

to our "barbarous stages. A nation that wages war is not

civilised, however cultured it may show itslef to be when

it is not fighting.

India is not wartlike. It has been a prey to every

Barbrrian, who "believed in brute. force. There are wcrlike

Sddy rnd Page. "The Abolution -of V.rr.
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V.'ar lov/e r s i.ior s 1 s t c :idr r cl s

.

The number of evils tli a.t

war brings in its wake ere numerous. 1$ leaves lasting scars

on one's character. The brutality used during the war sticks

to the soldier and his generations for ev§r. Dr. 2ddy

quoting Mr. Will Irwin, the official war correspondent for

the United States says, "The authorities began to ^:ive

frequent leave to encourage these hoys, either openly or

trcitly, to find a woman and ret thoroughly drunk. ... Scarce ly

a hotel in London, Paris Rome, and I suppose Berlin out

knowingly opened its doors to shady cl arrcter s
*
(lx Irwins

words end here. Uddy goes on to spy, ) ITothing in my judge-

ment could work worse than war, for it carries with it all

other evils in its trran—hatred, vengeance, murder, atrocity

falsehood, deceit, sexual passion, the defence of evil, the

searing of conscience, the loss of moral strndards, disease

famine, poverty, despair, violence, revolution, lawlessness,

crime and death, V/hat- evil is wanting that war does not

multiply and intensify? VTnat rood does it rccomplish that

could not "be better won by peace? "*

One could go ona indefenitely writing as to why war

i^ the worst method of settling disputes. It is a revertig

to our barbarous stares. A nation that wages war is not

civilised, however cultured it may show itslef to be when

it is not fighting.

India is not wartlike . It he's been a prey to every

Barbrrian, who believed in brute force. There rre wcrlike

* Eddy rnd Page. "The Abolution of V.'ar.





tribes in Indie but they - re by far in the minority4
! ;

Several reasons contribute to India being non-milit rr ietic

.

The main repson given by 'Testerners is that the wetta climate

hrs sapped away the energies of the people. 'Thile this •

statement is not altogether true it is not the fflaln reason.

Because those who have taken to a military life in India

are second to none, in their fighting qualities or in their

personal bravery. The crosses of honour and other ..ilitery

decorations were won by Indian -soldiers in the same proportion

! b my individucl group of vie stern nations.

The people of India are Civilized. They have long

ago realised the v/orth of human life. The vegetarian diet

and the sa.credness of life as taught by Buddha end Uahavira

ne s taiCen a deep root in the nerrt and mino. ox tne average

Hindu. India had in itself everything that it needed.

Never in the v:hole course of her history has India sent

an expedition outside of her borders for the sake of conquest'.

(Excepting when Indian troops have been utilised by others)..

Ilever in her whole history have the people of India gone

out to exploit others. India is peaceful to the core.

Brute force hrs never appealed to India. Pugilistic

competitions like the Dempsey-Tunney fight might never

draw a crowd in India. She does not glory in physical

perfection c s an end. On the other hand India has always

tried to develop her inner end latent powers. It has

always been a land of mystics. The Yoga practice in India

has been in vogue from the ecrliest times of which we have

any records. Occultism, hypnotism and such powers have been
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the research of India centuries before the '.Vest started

explorations into that field. An unwelcome intruder into

one's house could either "be expelled by physical force, or

could be made to feel by other rets which i re not destructive

that he is unwelcome, and the intruder will soon lea.ve.

India is trying the later method.

But even if India were inclined to use ,,
re stern

methods she would not be able to do so. For the protection

of the lives of s few Englishmen in India, the whole

population of the country has been deprived of the use of

firearms. Few licenses are issued for hunting purposes and

the number of these licenses are decreasing year by year.

Consciously or unconsciously, India has been made servile

to brute force. In the words of Gandhi India has been

"unmanned." Under extreme necessity if India were willing

to take arms she would find herself seriously handicapped,

^s mentioned before in the chapter on 'Situation in India'

the wealth of the country is at its lowest ebb'. Lfodern

warfare costs money. And India does not have it. It will

be difficult even to borrow enough money to wage wcr.

India cannot fight. England has seen to it that Indie cannot.

Passive Resistance is a successful method. Several

e iT'oer iment s have proved tnrt fact . . r . ~ .... se s ^oo.k)

"iron-violent C©ercion"is full of examples of Passive Resistant

efforts at various plaoes. The fourth chapter in this

thesis contrins a number of instances where not merely

individuals but groups of people, small and large have been

successful. Passive Resistance has hr none of the disadvantage
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01 war • T.Tiile war "breeds' drunkenness end immorality, Bastes

passive resistance preaches temperance end continence es

one of its first requirements. Passive re si etc nee instead

of destroying property as war does assiduously cultivates

the -rowth of it. It does not involve the enormus costs that

a war does, nor does it leave a debt to he cancelled by

generations unborn. Its methoelsere consistent with civili

set ion. It is moral judged by any code of. ethics. It

involves no evil rhen practised right. • It has nothing to

lose end everything to ;a in. It has none of the disadvent -

a-es of war but derives a good many of the benefits of a

successful campaign. It is humanitarian. I'ot a single life

be rhen oassive resistance truly follows the non-violent,

trend advocated by i.ahatma. Gandhi.

The V.est is trying to conquer war and avoid armed

conflicts leairue of Nations, Tor Id court, and through various

conferences at places like '.reneva, and Locarno. The worlsc

is now begininc: to realise the awful cost of war in life and

property. The "est may come to a stage when all national

disputes will be settled by rrbitration. It may come to a

sta.ge when the whole rorld rill be treated as one, when one

could" travel from one country to enotherwith the seme ease

as one does nov fro. a one state to another inside of the

United States of America. But the East is trying to reach

the same kind of a peace by another route. 'flhen the world

finds that Passive Resistance is just rs effective as. war

in its achievements, the nu 'C sums ox money now . . „ in

fortifying and keeping up armies, would then be utilised

to the 'Towth of civilisation. ..ost countries are soendinr-
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their maximum possible amount in the upkeep of the

' G-uardian of the Door 1
. ""hen this force is reduced to

police md internet ioncl police force, the world would

have turned a new le;f in her education end culture..

Passive Resistance may 3^et gre.duat from the present experi-

mental stage into one of the world's greatest forces.

Passive Resistcnce is the' only Christian method.

T.'ar is unchristian. The Federal council of churches in

America says it is "The world's chief collective sin. YTe

are .convinced that the whole war system of the nrtions is

unnecessary end unchristian." * One of the main objections

given by non-christians to prove that Christianity has not

"been a successful religion, is war. It is a misnomer to

call 6 nation Christian when it engages in war offensive

or defensive.- The only real Christians from this standpoint

are the Quakers, llennonites, Douboukers and other -religious

sects which have desisted from taking any cctive part in

Wcrfcre. The churches of !*od were not merely olind to

the fact thct it was unchristian but halloed it and blessed

it. hore blood has been shed by the followers of Christ

than by any other religious sect.

Jesus Christ taught "Love your enemies" and "over-

come evil with good" but his -followers have entirely over-

looked these passages. Ke always pitted moral suasion a gains

physical force ; love cgainst hate, and good against evil.

C-andhi says and rightly so that the soul force, the love

force, which he uses in his oassive resist rnt fight, is a

direct application of the teachings of Jesus Christ, "net

* ~ddy and Page. "Abolition of ~'cr" oasS 29.
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a paradox, A non-chrifetien leading a. mr.es of non-chrietian

.* £ c
> e^cinsTi a. jiiriSBian naoionj Dy xoiAQWing one teachings

of the Lester whom we have neglected.

..'The errly church well understood the teachings of

,;Uifal" - ne iirsT; aiiTisTiians vere very .erceiui. It was

herd up to 150 A. D. to find a Christian soldier. Severe 1

of the errly church fathers have written strongly against

war* The council at Ticee ordained that those who have been

soldiers could join the church rfter a repentance period

of thirteen years* With the conversion of Constant ine and

the merging of the state and the church, the state became

Christian end the Church lost its Christianity. The church

on the whole approved of every war that the state engggefl

in end without any protest offered all the help it could.

There rere individuals lilce Francis of Assisi, .'.'yclif,

Peter Waldo, Creorge Fox, henno Simmons, William Perm,

L. Harrison, 'J'.liittier and Tolstoi and a host of others

protested strongly against the unchristian character o f

war, and most of them left their impressions upon the world.

Jesus taught the Fatherhood of Cfod and the brother-

hood of man. If we implicitly believe in it there will! be

no exploit c t ion. If re ret according to his teachings

there will be no aggressive warfare. YJhen there is no

aggressive war there will necessarily be no defensive war.

A church that professes to be based on his teachings would

never sanction mother war. In the meanwhile if a neighbor is

aggressive, love him, conquer him by love, and not by the mailed

fist, and Passive Resistance will win in the long run. And the

peace of 3od which oesseth all understanding will reign on
earth

.
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A Comprehensive Summary.

The introduction deals in brief with the whole the sis

outlining the subjects to be discussed in the main thesis

and giving reasons as to why such an order is followed.
;.|

A History of India is necessary to give a good ac.

-xound. It starts with an enumeration of the various race s

in India. The History itself falls naturally into five

defenite periods. The Hindu period deals with the oldest

historical period, deals with the oldest historical period

^ tMfl -^riod being mostly from the litera -

The evidence for onis periou ucin

ture which was then produced and which is still
|

,*& ... i-e

Buddhistic period has left an amount of historical evidence

in the shape of coins and inscriptions. Foreign visitors

^ve also contributed to the wealth of this infromation.

During both these periods the country was flourishing econo-

mically andculturally. Then followed the Hindu Buddhistic

period in which there were numerous changes of dynasties.

Then followed the hahommedan period which in the begining , . ;

iLi-- J lpter became constructive. From 1600
was destructive, out icter oeocue

on the western nations began to come .nd trade with Inaia.

The Portugese, the Dutch, the French and the Englishcame

and buil^their trading stations, and often fought their

European battles on Indian soil. As their power declined
gjj

in Europe one by one they dropped out, the French being the

mL^L ^i^vpr" one Indian orince against another
last to leave. They piayea one inuxcu ,x

h end added on to their possessions. By 1857 nearly two t*M**»

thirds of the sub-continent of India came under the British

sway. The advantages of the British rule are many. Some
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of these advent ege s In. is. could never have got any other

way. .

It is essential to .mow something of India's pest

in economics end culture, if we ere to. understand her

position today. These are the two main fields in which

the extremists voice their discontent. Old India used to

he wealthy, because the lend was rich end productive end

their spere time was spent in weaving end other home industries.

Eut through e ruthless end selfish trade policy England haa

destroiyed the Indian Home industries. Foreign government

is costly. The e.rmy that Indie, supports id too la.r;-e for

her requirements. Famines ere frequent because there ere

no reserves to fall hack upon. Culturally Indie, used to lead

the world. She has me.de many contributions to the civilisa-'

t ion of the world. The growth of Indie's indigenous culture

continued till almost the advent of the V.
r

e sterner s . Eut nwx

now she is illiterate. Britein is not altogether blames for

hoth these conditions.

Passive resistance is not altogether a new movement

to the world. Severe 1 teachers like Confucius , Lao Tse,

Buddha, Jesus Christ, Grcorge Fox, Tolstoi end others have

taught it. Various religious sects like ^uekers, l.ennonites

Shakers end other groups have practised it successfully.

Besides these religious groups the conscientious objectors

during the wer, end the i>.oreans inl919 mad- difierent at tern ots

ft passive resistance. Boycotting is one of the wings of

passive resistance. Sotable instances of national boycotting were

the Boston Tea party, the Hungarian independence move led

by Joseph Deak against Austrian subjection, and the Chinese
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student movement

.

Unquestionable Hahatma Gandhi is one of the greet

emn elive today. He has a greater following in India then

any man has ever had. Born of a. family of statesmen, partly

educated in India, and Tartly in Englend , he started

practising law in India. He Trent to South Africa respond-

ing to a. professional call. 'Then he got there he discovered

that he rnd other Indians had no citizenship rights ,,even

though most of them had gone there only as indentured labourers.

i:e helped them to gain a "better position through a well

or \ciiised use of passive resistance. The struggle lasted

over ten years. But in the end the Indians got what they

wanted.

Gandhi • s leadership in India* During the war Gandhi

did his best to help England, hoping to get in return some

measure of self government for India. But instead :o tha.

India got the Rowlett acts, which practically deprived

everybody the right to cell his soul his own. The Ainritsar

massacre and the Punjab crawling orders were the last strsr

that broke the camel's back. Gandhi travelled up and down

and preached non-violent non-co operative passive resistance

He wrote a series of articles in th Hevejivan and in Youn~

India., the immediate goal being the repeal of the Rowlatt

rets , and the distant goal being complete severance from

the foreign yoke. The Moslems in India had a. grievance

against England in the Caliphate question. They invited

Liahstma' Gandhi to take up their leadership, from which

stcrted the Hindu- lioslem league. The Motagu* Chelmsford

cyarchy was started in Indie, in mucn J.e ss modified form wt
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than it was originally conceived. Sandhi led the people t

through Boycott ,
civil disobedience and other means of

passive resistance. The group was not always under nis

control. If they had followed him as he directed them things

may have happened differently. aandhi was arrestee, severr 1

times out put in prison only once and soon released for

health resons. The Swarajist party formerly a wing of the

Ganchi party, under the tutelage of a .R.Dae joined the gevern-

ment . Several things have happened probably as a result

of the passive resistance movement. The Rowlatt acts were

repealed. A new plan for reducing the number of high saleiied

British executives is now in force. Lord Inchcape's retrnch-

aent committee applied the Gteddes axe to the army budget,

A fiscal autonomy was granted. The wearing of homespun is

threatening cotton cloth imports to India.

Passive resistance while political in its scope has

brought some ( socir lly) good things in its wa.he. The position

of low caste men have been greatly altered. A loose politi-

cal union now binds together the various discordant elements

lihe Hindus, hoslems, Parsis, Christians and others. As a

move towards a greater union a national flag and a national

flag have been suggested and both are making some headway.

The curse of drinhing has been nationally attached and red uced

for three different reasons. Intemperance is physically and

morally harmful. Trinhing yields the government a lucratie

revenue. Passive resistance programme cannot afford to haee

intem-oerate people in its ranhs. There has also been a

campaign against opium cultivation, and India has voluntarily

promised to suooress the cultivation in the course of the
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next ten years. liaftatma San&hi is Christ en in his ideal

11 not m nis proxessm^' frith. He has done much to elevate

the max name of Christ in India. He points to Christ ae the

prince among passive resistors. Personally he leads an

exemplary life.

Fassive resistance' seems to he a sane method. War is

sucic.al and barbarous. 7,'er is prohibit ive in its toll of

men and money. It lowers moral standards. Looking at war

from India's standpoint, India is non-militaristic, considers

human life sacred, has no materiel resources to wage a war

and assive resistance is the best course open to her. Pa s-

sive resistance has all the advantages and none of the dis -

advantages of war. Passive resistance i« tVp mna-k nvrie+VTi

"..leiiiod of winning one's point.
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